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GPGU Case Jurisdiction Disputed
by Sarah Rosenson
HOYA Contributing Editor

In St. Mary’s

The question of whether the Gay
People versus Georgetown

University

case should be decided by the D.C.
Superior Court or by the U.S. District
Court was discussed yesterday morning as Judge
June
Green
heard
arguments for and against the change

by. Pat Singer
HOYA Asst. News Editor

A short in a wall socket at Saint
Mary’s dormitory brought the D.C.
Fire Deparment to Georgetown early
Thursday morning.

residents were evacuated

of venue

at

On

six firetrucks hovered nearby. Taylor
noted ‘“‘they even put the ladders and
hoses up to the third floor.”
:
A GUPS officer detained Simpson,
Taylor, and the teddy bear, which was
described as ‘‘all singed.’’ Students
reentering the building had to file past
the involuntary participants in the
evening’s escapade.
y
Firemen removed the wall socket,

which was replaced Thursday

morn-

ing. ‘The teddy bear, retained
GUPS, has not yet been returned.

by

Taylor declared, ‘We were not fined because nothing was burned. It
wasn’t our fault.”
“The fire alarms are real good,”
agreed Simpson and Taylor. They
observed, ‘‘They’re loud; they’ll wake
you up.”’

Teddy, cause of recent St. Mary’s evacuation.

Senate

Elects

A

record

number

of

have

prospective

applied

to

Georgetown’s undergraduate schools
for next academic year, according to
figures from the GU Admissions Office.
As of April 8, 1981, 8,521 freshman
applications had been received, as

compared to 7,858 at the same time
last year. This amounts to an 8.4 per

cent increase.

;

Personnel in the Admissions Office

said that the deadline for applying is
not until April 15 and that late applications continue to trickle in.
Of the five undergraduate schools,
the one with the greatest numerical increase in freshman applications is the
College of Arts and Sciences. Last year
at this time, 4,309 had applied to the
College, compared to 4,581 this year

-an increase of 272, or 6.3 percent.
The greatest percentile increase in
freshman applications, however, has
been registered by the School of

Languages and Linguistics. The SLL

Steve Pully captured the reins of the
Senate, as he ran unopposed for the
Presidency.
According
to Senator
Steve Skonberg, Pully’s election was
“indicative of the cohesion of the
Senate;
everyone
‘wants
to work
together.”’ Pully was the former Student Government Treasurer in the
Goldwyn administration, and has served a half-term in the Senate. Freshman
Senator John Anthony, who was narrowly reelected in the general Student
Government - elections in February
defeated three-term veteran Senator
Monica Medina for the post of President Pro Tem.
At their meeting on Sunday, April
5th, the Senate approved the nominations of two key organizations under
the auspices of Student Government.
Approved for the Student Activities
Commission, which is to be chaired by
Senator Phil Inglima, were Senators
Dan Ferris and Matt Hogan, Juniors

by John P. McCarthy
Asst. News Editor

In recent weeks, the ‘joke’ administration of Mardiks and Perez has
gone into high gear with a flurry of appointments, proposals and in-house
elections, in efforts to construct a Student government hierarchy.
The most significant of these events
was the march 29th election of the
President and President Pro Tem of

the

Student

Senate.

Junior

Senator

compared to 549 last year.
The Nursing School, on the other
hand, has remained almost the same in
generating enrollment requests. As of
April 8, 1980, 195 prospective nurses
had applied-for admission to the Class
of ’84. So far this year, 196 have applied to the Nursing School.
Figures for the Foreign Service
School are: 1,555 freshman applications as of last April 8, and 1,696 applications as of this April 8 - an increase of 141 or 9.1 percent.

The

statistics

for

the

Sue

one

Business

the

National

Security: Advisor

Zbigniew Brzezinski will speak in
Gaston Hall April 23 as part of
Georgetown'’s biennial Conference of
the Atlantic Community. CONTAC,
which is organized and directed by
Georgetown
University
students,
‘‘assembles
student
leaders
and
scholars for a week of seminars, major
addresses, .and panel discussions on
the major issues and problems facing

a

Fc
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the Atlantic Community.’’
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Earlier this year, Brad Mikkelsen,
Chairman
of CONTAC,
went to
Belgium to meet with the North Atlantic Conference. There, he says, he was
led to believe that the NAC could send
delegates to.the GU conference. Mikkelson returned to the U.S. under the

impression that all of his problems in
attracting European delegates were
taken care of, and therefore never proceeded with the normally extensive
fund-raising activities.
Mikkelson said that he learned later

will be free and open to the public, as
will several panel discussions on international terrorism, reporting of events

this proposal was not in a position to

within the Atlantic Community, and
the Community’s approach to energy
and the Third World.
CONTAC ’81 is the sixth conference
to be held here at GU, and will involve
‘twenty
to twenty-five
delegates
representing such nations as West Ger-

not have enough funds for the venture.
CONTAC
Vice Chairperson
for
Public
Relations
Andrea = Smith,
however,
remarked
that ‘‘I think
we’ve compensated for it very well,”
noting that they were able to attract
foreign students’ studying at such
universities as Tufts, Johns Hopkins,
Columbia, and here at GU.
According to Smith, the conference
will be observed by representatives of
the North Atlantic conference which
hopes to establish a similar program in
europe. GU graduate students in the
MSFS
program will participate as
delegates.

Italy,

Japan

and

the United

States. In the past, CONTAC, which is
sponsored by the School of Foreign
Service and the Atlantic Council of the
United States, has been able to offer
scholarships to students in Europe to
ference. This year, however, an apparent
misunderstanding
left the

March

19th,

Georgetown’s

unilaterally take such action and that
the Conference had later found it did

McGroarty,

additional

Senator

will «be

ap-

policy, which

was

deemed

tatives of a group prove the relevance
of their cause to the Students. at
Georgetown.
At
Sunday’s
meeting,
Student
Government President Steve Mardiks
informed the Senate of potential increases in overhead expenses at Yates
Field House. He told the Senators that
the Athletic Department has concluded that additional revenues were needed. Athletic Director Frank Rienzo is
apparently ‘seeking student input on
two alternatives for handling the additional costs. The two sources recommended were (1) an increase in nonstudent memberships, or; (2) an increase in the student surcharge which
now amounts to $30.00 per semester.
According to sources, the majority
of the Senators feel an increase in student surcharge would be more acceptable, as opposed to opening Yates to
the D.C. community. However, the
Senate decided that Senators Lowe
and Taylor will obtain information on
the issue before action is taken.
In addition, Senators Ferris and
Sullivan urged that the Senate dedicate
more time to examining the Security
and Emergency Medical Aid services
at Georgetown.
According to the
minutes of Sunday’s meeting, .the
Senate decided to continue work on
these problems as more information is
gathered,
with
the possibility of
forums for student awareness and inquiries
into
the
performance
of
Georgetown Protective Services.
A further area which the administration plans to delve into is the formation of a Communications Committee
on which representatives of the two

student

newspapers

would

sit with

various senators. The ideal purpose of
the committee, according to Senator
Jim Sullivan, would be to improve the
overall publicity of the Student Senate,
and improve relations with the two
student papers. HOYA Editor-in-chief Joel Szabat will address the Senate at

Clause issue had been discussed as early as August 15th, and so was part of
the case well before Judge Braman’s

tion based on sexual preference.
On March 30th, the lawyers for the
gay groups filed a motion to remand
the case back to the Superior Court,
arguing that they have asserted no
claims arising under the federal constitution. Rather, they are accusing
Georgetown of breaking ‘the D.C.
Human Rights Act and of violating
contractual
obligations
to make
University resources equally available
to all students. Both of these issues are
state rather than federal ones.
According to the document filed by
the gay groups, Georgetown removed
the case to Federal Court because of
‘‘apparent dissatisfaction with Judge
Braman’s partial summary judgement
ruling that defendants violated the
D.C. Human Rights Act and in a further attempt to delay the trial.”’
As part of its defense, Georgetown
has claimed that application
of the
D.C. law to the University violates the
Free Exercise Clause of the Constitution. Only if this argument is upheld
by the court will the gay groups argue
that such a ruling would make GU ineligible:
for
federal
funds.
Georgetown’s exemption from obeying the law because of its religious
nature would mean that its receiving
federal funding would violate the Constitution’s Establishment Clause, according to this argument.
Thus the constitutional issue is not a
primary part of the plaintiff’s case, but
is rather a contingent one. The laws
governing removability say that acts of
the defendants are not controlling: the
fact that a defense is based on a constitutional principle, as Georgetown’s
is, does not mean that a Federal Court
-has jurisdiction.
The GPGU document also argues
that the contingent
Establishment

ruling of March 9. After learning that
elements they consider worthy of
Federal Court are in the case, defendants have 30 days to file a removal
petition, and in this instance they have
missed the deadline by several months.
According to GPGU lawyer Ron
Bogard, the case should not be remov-

ed because it is currently in the middle
of adjudication and should not be put
before a new judge.
Bogard also pointed out that if the
whole trial process is carried out in
Federal Court and is then appealed by
the losing side, a higher court may
determine that the Federal Court lack-

ed jurisdiction in the first place.
If this case does remain in Federal
Court, Judge Braman will no longer
have any control over it, but all
previous
actions,
such
as
the
September 21 trial date, will hold.
However, Georgetown has filed a motion with Judge Green for reconsideration of Judge Braman’s rulings that

Georgetown discriminated in violation
of the D.C. Human Rights Act and
that the GRC and GPGU can use the
words ‘‘Georgetown University’’ in
their names.
=
?
Whether the trial is held in state of °
Federal Court, the GPGU lawyers are
going to present Dr. Daniel Maguire,
Professor of Moral Theology at Marquette University, as an expert witness.
Georgetown’s
expert
witness
is
Richard McCormick, the Rose F. Kennedy Professor of Christian Ethics at
the Kennedy Institute of Ethics.
;
GU’s law firm continues to refuse to

be interviewed by The HOYA as it has
done since the inception of the case.

Three Sisters Must
Justify Request
Citing direction as a chronic inadequacy of most University clubs (including
Three
Sisters),
Director
Cramer stressed a néed for planning
and an alternative to ‘‘three or four
students spending six or seven thousand dollars a year.’’

by Geoff DiRito
HOYA Managing Editor

In a move that startled G.U.’s
literary community, the SAC (Student
Activities Commission) denied Three
Sisters magazine’s $8,800 budget request pending research of the literary
publication’s readership and program
aims.
“We know surprisingly little about
Three Sisters,”” SAC Director Walt
Cramer stated in a HOYA interview.

Additionally, according to Cramer,
the SAC is now examining the sensibility of having three literary journals
at G.U. Suggesting that Saxifrage,
Three Sisters, and the Arts Hall
Magazine might be more effective by

“We must find out what Three Sisters

integrating the journals into one pro-

does. and what it has to offer the
University community.’’
:
The
SAC-chartered
organization

gram, Cramer expressed the feeling
that some, S.A.C. clubs might be
‘“‘duplicating each other.”’

Threatened by budget restraints affecting all educational institutions at
this time, the SAC Director remarked

has been officially ‘budgeted $250.00
for a ‘‘study,’’ examining among other
questions, whether or not the poetry
magazine should be expected to produce some sort of revenue to help
defray its cost of publication. Campus
weeklies, The Georgetown Voice and
The HOYA, generate such revenue
through the sale of advertising. In the
case of the G.U. annual, Ye Domesday
Booke, sale of the publication itself
provides additional monies toward its
production.

that the

HOYA

Staff Writer

Two officers of the Georgetown
University Protective Services were

necessary

fired several weeks ago after they failed to record properly an incident
breaking and entering that occurred
White-Gravenor on the evening
March 3, according
to a source

of
in
of
in

GUPS. Following a hearing conducted
by University personnel, one of the officers was reinstated on the force and:
returned to his job on Thursday. The
dispatcher’s appeal, which is being

made

through

the

Federation

of

Special Police and Law Enforcement
Officers, is still pending.
The incident in which the officers
were involved was outlined by a source
within GUPS. ‘The story began,’’ he
said, ‘“‘when around 11:45 p.m., a man
working
in White-Gravenor
heard

noises coming from an office. Upon
investigating the cause of the noise, the
man saw a college-aged male standing
in the office and another one coming
in through a broken window. When
they saw the man, the two suspects
quickly left the room.”
After the man reported the incident
to the dispatcher and an officer was

sent to the scene, the investigating officer reported the details back to the
dispatcher at headquarters.

dispatcher’s

only entry into

the blotter” (a blotter is a log of all
reported incidents) ‘‘was ‘broken window in White-Gravenor,”’’ said the
source. ‘‘ This incomplete entry, with
no mention of the breaking and entering, coupled with other extenuating
circumstances, prompted GUPS
to
dismiss the dispatcher.”’

The source stated that the officer at

White-Gravenor, after reporting
to the dispatcher, was obliged, yet
ed to file a written report on the
dent, For that failure, he too
fired.

back
failinciwas

One GUPS officer told The HOYA,

“most of my co-workers feel that the
investigating officer got the shaft. We

are

hoping

that

if

this

man

is

reinstated, he will be given all loss of
back pay.”’
Associate. Director of Protective
Services Aimo Hill stated that a hearing conducted at Personnel concluded
that
GUPS
should
give
the
investigating officer his job back, but
serve him with a warning to be placed

on his record.

Healy lawn, a trail of good

research?

Cramer

the

said

““no,’’ seeing the burden placed on the
club members who would benefit from
its conclusion. He added that compensation for student efforts in perform. ing such research was impossible.

Sunday’s regular 7:00 meeting.

“The

future budget

before we give money away.’’
Could
the
SAC
perform

:
by Jamie Coakley

Three Sisters’

allocation was ‘contingent on results

GUPS’ Dismissal Appealed

for

Admission to the Brzezinski address

allow them to participate in the con-

i

funds

that the representative who had made

many,

3

the

Mike

necessary after organizers of the Nestle
Boycott at GU approached the Senate
prior to Spring Break seeking an endorsement, provided that represen-

such a service.

HOYA News Editor

Former

without

and

pointed to the commission in the near
future. Approved for the Student of
Georgetown
(the Corp)
Board of
Directors, which oversees the long
range
plans
of the - Corp,
were
Sophomore Lisa Bertini and Junior
Sandra McKee. Two positions are still
outstanding on the Corp Boatd of
Directors.
“
At the March 29th meeting of the
Student Senate, the Student Activities
Commission Budget for the fiscal year
of 1982 was submitted to the body and
unanimously
approved.
The
SAC
budget
amounts
to approximately
$196,000.
In addition, the Senate
adopted a Policy on Endorsement of
Organized Causes. The brief text of

School are: 1,250 applications last year
at this time, 1,389 this year - an increase of 139 or 11.1 percent.
In addition, the Admissions Office
reports that the number of transfer applications has increased from 1,476
received last year as of April 8, to
1,509 as of this April 8 - a 2.2 percent
increase.
Admissions personnel were not able
to say how many of these applicants
would be accepted into each school.

organization

Ross

Freshman Andrew Dibble and returning commissioners Con McGrath and
Byron Graham. According to Inglima,

CONTAC Features Brzezinski
by Len Schoppa

Rights

New Administration Takes Shape

has received almost exactly 20 percent
more applications thus far in 1981 than
it did by the same date in 1980: 659,

Associate Editor

Gay

President

Applicants Set Record
by Dr. Greg Kitsock

The

lawyers filed for the case to be moved
to Federal
Court,
arguing
that
originally the GPGU case was based
only on the D.C. Human Rights Act,
but because of a March 9 ruling by
Judge Leonard Braman, the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment
of the federal constitution has been
made an issue in the case. The D.C.
Human Rights Act prohibits, among
other things, discrimination’
in educa-

_ fire department was called is that they
thought the short ‘‘would blow all the
sockets down the row of rooms.’
According to another dorm resident, Mary Anna Welch, residents
waited outside for over an hour while

motion.

Coalition (GRC) and the Gay People
of Georgetown (GPGU) are suing the
University for official recognition and
funding.
* Federal Courts only have jurisdiction over cases involving questions of
federal law and cases in which the parties come from different states.

12:30 a.m. after a shorted wall socket caused a small fire. Third floor resident and witness Margaret Taylor
described the events which led to the
evacuation, ‘What happened is as I
leaned down to plug in the lamp I
think I knocked the radio plug with my
hand, and sparks flew. One of them
hit my teddy bear which immediately
flared into flames.”’
:
According to Taylor, the reason the

freshmen.

Wh

10

““Teddy’’ Cause
of Fire Scare

Dorm

Sneer.........11

times and garbage.
\
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Fierce Bids Spur Auction
graduate

by Debbie Spar
HOYA Staff Writer

March 27 for the Annual Senior Auc-

apartment.

In

retrospect,
most
bidders
voiced
satisfaction
with
their purchases;
despite the high prices of several ar-

ticles, there are no stories of unwary
bidders discovering they had just spent
a fortune on some piddling item.
bidders

not

thing I was really after, although I
would- have bought the dinner with
Father Healy if I had the money.”
Cooke plans to use his prize solely to
‘Study Organics.’
The excitement of the auction was,
perhaps, contagious. ‘“There was a
‘roar,”’ states one bidder, ‘‘I mean, a

ed from a male locker at Yates (sold,
incidentally, to a female) to the

roar, in Gaston.’’ Several of the par-

contributed

$13,000 to Senior Week*through their
purchases.
3
Bill Lautman (SBA ’84), who along

with 3 other SBA Freshmen bought a
dinner at Trader Vic’s with Professor

ticipants also noted the benefits of
receiving both a kiss and a bottle of
champagne after their purchases.
There were a few surprises in the
bidding, such as 2 pub passes, which
last year sold for $100, going for a

mere $40, and the picture in the year-

Houston is still ‘‘very excited’’ about
his purchase despite its seemingly high
price of $650. “It’s absolutely worth

book taken on. John Carroll’s lap
finally being sold for an amazing

it,”” Lautman asserts, ‘he’s great.”

the pub passes, ‘“We were really surprised...they’ll be great. (Especially
during Orientation Week."’

A. Cooke

(CAS

$1000. Says Javier Rojas, purchaser of

’84) is also

pleased with his $70 use of a Lauinger

This past year, a man has been selling, and in some cases has failed to

deliver

fruit baskets

and

flowers

to

Georgetown
students
said Charles
Christian of Georgetown University
Protective
Services
(GUPS).
The
salesman, stated Christian, would contact students and parents by telephone
and attempt to vend his wares.
After several students called GUPS
complaining about undelivered merchandise, Protective Services searched
for and located the salesman, said
Christian.

° According

to

Christian,

the

salesman defended himself, saying the
people he had hired to make deliveries
“messed up.’”’ The whole situation,
continued Christian, ‘‘borders on mail
fraud.”’.
;
One student, who was to receive a
fruit basket purchased by his parents,
said ‘“the darn thing didn’t get here
until after I left for Christmas vacation. A lot of good that did me.”

“We know more about war
than we do about peace
— more about killing
than we know about living ”
You can help create a United States Academy of Peace

* ww

The

Georgetown

University

organization which is attempting to
revive Radio’ on campus undertakes its
first major fund raising event at 8 pm

on April 14th. The movie Woodstock

mats tentatively approved for the new
station would call for the broadcasting
of student affairs, interviews with local
celebrities,
and
panel
discussions
centered around an 'album-oriented
radio program dotted with informative
news capsules. At this point, however,
scheduling is not a major concern
because the Carrier must be granted
space by the SAC and alloted enough

National Peace Academy

Campaign

INFORMATION

several

guest speakers and invites all
Georgetown students to attend the
program.
Said Christian, ‘‘This will be a very

informative and important
tion.
We
hope to have
turnout.’’

presentaa good

.

Air conditioning guidelines were
issued last week for the upcoming
summer season. According to John B.
Anderson, the Executive Director of
Physical Plant, A/C systems in dormitory areas are scheduled to be turn-

ed on May 1, if required.
Temperatures will be limited to
78--80 degrees between the hours of
7:00 am and 12:00 midnight and 80--83

CPA REVIEW

degrees

between

12:00

midnight

and

7:00 am.
Similar temperatures will be the
norm throughout the campus although

the hours of A/C will vary. Offices,,
classrooms,
etc.
will
be
conditioned beginning April 18.

air-

PASS THE EXAM.
Classes beginning June 1 and August 10 or 11.
Convenient DC/N.Va. and Md. locations.
For a SAMPLE CHARTER and descriptive brochure, call
261-3344 or write: LAMBERS CPA REVIEW, P.O .Box

3027, Crofton, Md. 21114.

Harpsichord” & Recorder
Music for

:

© Elequnt Occasions

(20) 332-0300

with this ad:

(202) 466-7670
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Charles Christian of Protective Ser-

®)

(2

¢

45

70 Bot U2 Purcellville,

~ Weare now installing a new public phone...

c

Protective

coordination

vices said he expects to have

regular 3 MONTH. We will be using our same high quality LAMBERS books, and, of course, our same high
quality LAMBERS instructors. They want .YOU TO

& Conflict Resolution

D.C. 20006

University

Darnall Formal Lounge at 7 pm.

Introducing our new 5 MONTH Review, as well as our

CONTACT:

1625 | Street, NW. Suite 726 Washington

in

Residence Life, will present a rape
prevention program: on April 22 in

money to purchase equipment and
stock necessary to get on the air waves

$25.00 Discount to GU Enrollees
FOR MORE

Georgetown

Services,

before
these
plans
can
be
imwill be shown and numerous kegs will
. plemented.
be on tap in the Hall of Nations.
Among
the sources of funding
A.M. Carrier, the type of station
which are being pursued are the
which is proposed for the Hilltop,
University,
the
Corp,
and
a
would air only over the GU campus
Georgetown,
D.C.
Homeowners
and would probably be ‘‘receivable’’
group. The University aid would likely
through the outlets in dormitories and
come in the way of a loan, while the
other major buildings. Nevertheless,
shaky Corp committment and possible
thousands would be able to pick up
homeowner grant would come in the
“WGTB’s”’ frequency. It has been a
form of a few-strings-attached subdozen years since the University has
sidy.
possessed a localized A.M. station, but
only two years since the controversial
F.M. station was kicked off campus.
One of the proposed program for-

'LAMBERS

General Omar Bradley
Former US. Army Chief of Staff

’

*‘Protective Services,’’ said Christian, ‘‘plans to meet with the salesman
and fully review the case some time
after Easter break.’’

Cr

3
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Cavalier Volkswagens have been the choice of
smart scholars for over 19 years.

Cavalier’s the home ofAmerica’s mileage leader,

:

the '81 Rabbit Diesel. And fuel-saving Dashers, Sciroccos,
Jettas. The versatile Vanagon. Campers and Pickups,
too.

Brainy type on a budget?

Research shows that

Washington's largest inventory of previously-owned

VW’s is at Cavalier.
And that Cavalier has the only Service
Department open til midnight.
:
Cavalier Cars. Real easy on a student's time

.
e
g
n
a
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The new Charge-a-Call
public phone is coinless.
Instead of using change,
simply use your telephone
credit card or call collect.
You'll find Charge-a-Call
phones in airports, hotels,
restaurants—wherever you
find people on the go.

\

and budget.
Le

“4

2

For new and used car sales contact:
Chris Carr or Steve Dabkowski

825-1900
4045 Lee Highway,

Arlington, Virginia

(7)
LU ER CARS INC.

:

“pilot, The pe pens you

have

fo hold A
fwo hands.

—Rodney Dangerfield

To use, just Lift the

receiver and dial. When you
hear the operator, give your
credit card number or
reverse the charges. ("To apply
for a Bell Credit Card, call your Bell business office.)
It’s that easy. Whether you're only calling out of town.
Or out of state.

|

So'when you're short on time or short on change, look for
the sign of Charge-a-Call.

“I's almost criminal how people go for my Pilot Fineliner. Why? Its
fine point writes through carbons. And Pilot charges only 79° for it.
People get their hands on it and forget it's my pen.
i
I got no pen. And no respect!
People go nuts over my Pilot Razor
Point foo. It writes with an extra
fine line. Its metal collar helps
“keep the point from
i
going squish.

For only 89° they

@

C&P Telephone

should buy their.
own pen—and show
some respect for my property.”

fine point marker pens

rr

David

Fruity Salesman Revived Radio,Cold Air

People take to a Pilot like it's their own.
er

Altogether

it was

planned to spend $100. ‘‘I had my eye
on it from the start...it was the only

tion. The varied items up for bid rangHenleville

although

a graduate student. ‘I still think it’s a
good deal,’’ states Cooke, who had

Once again bidding was fierce as
students crowded into Gaston Hall on

debatable

carrel,

revealed to him until after the auction
that he would be sharing the prize with

The HOYA,

Board Con victs

8

In Vittles Theft

HOYA

by Patricia Gaughan
HOYA Staff Reporter

engaged in a heated competition for:
the President’s chair of the CSAC for
next year. According to an earlier

HOYA article (Feb. 20), Zrike left the
council because ‘‘the CSAC is not serving any purpose on campus,’ and
therefore is ‘‘a waste of time.” In a

problem. Dwight L. Madison faced an
Adjudication Board Hearing on April
2, 1981 to answer charges of shoplifting a loaf of bread and a jar of jelly
from.the student-run grocery store. He
was found guilty, fined fifty dollars,
and placed on one year probation.

hearing

the

Corp

"more recent HOYA interview, Zrike
expressed the same sentiments and
stated that his purpose in running for
president is ‘‘to remedy the ineffectiveness of last year’s council.”’ Coun-

cil President Costello plans, if elected,

was

to continue pursuing initiation of new

represented by Executive Vice President Saburo Kagei. Corp Controller
John Orrico was the sole witness. Ac-

cording

to Orrico,

Madison

and

CSAC

a

Orrico,

who

was

known

he
\
testified

worked
that

for
he

the

CSAC’s

threat of impeachment

pro-

ceedings

against him

from

the

which

Council

meetings

but resigned

could be heard.
According to Zrike, his present campaign for ‘council president includes
ambitions to turn the CSAC into a
medium: for faculty and guest symposiums and to reinstate the SQurse

Madison’s arm throwing the items out
the entrance door to his friend who
stuffed them in his coat. Approaching
the friend, Orrico asked him to put the
items back, but the friend, according
to the Corp comptroller, simply told
him to ‘‘shut up.” Orrico promptly
called GUPS. Madison and his friend
had left when GUPS arrived finding
the items on the floor.

‘In his defense, Madison maintained

Student Corp plans to beef up security provisions in light of recent thefts.

Back from Break and Broke?

dent body, seeing that the Corp thrived on the theory of helping the
students
out by offering
cut-rate
prices.’’

projects. We offer good wages and flexible

hours. Possible full-time work in summer.
Call Peter Farrell or Brad Marston for an
interview! E/C.E

regarding

course requirements and tenure policy
would be decreased under Zrike since
he feels these efforts have been ineffective.

With the full endorsement of the
present council and those running for
re-election, President Judy Costello
has established her campaign on a
policy of continuing present endeavors
and improving upon existing pro-

in Costello’ s

Elections

for the CSAC

HOYA

Unger, finished eighth in the nation
as Freshman last year.
Selection for the national tournament is a several stage process. The top
16 teams, as judged by debate coaches
from around the country, are chosen

¥
district tournaments which produce 32
more teams and another
Ioteam
7¢
choice of the coaches.
The debate team this year has com- 2
peted in the University of Kentucky,
Wake
Forest,
Northwestern,
West
7
Georgia, Dartmouth, and Emory tour- :
naments. Bland was hospitalized twice
during the season, but the pair still
succeeded
in making
it’ tox the Ls
. semifinals at Wake Forest.

Meeting

MONDAY April 13th8:00 p.m.
Healy Basement Meeting Room
/

GEORGETOWN

ESTATES,

333-1978

INC.

All interested should attend

i

with:
Dave Abramowitz
Richard Callian

Wendy Campagna

Carolyn Patterson

Jenny Gilbert
Michael Hazlett

Scott Pilarz
Brian Rink
Liz Robelen

Jim

Hemelt

Anne LaFond

George Seremetis
Stephanie Sovak

Beth Leresch
Rick Lombardo

Mike Suenkel
Leslie Westlund

BERRI

‘Liz Ciereszko
Ed Colohan
Lisa Conrad
Peter Conrad
Robert Danis

Robert Gerardi

Kevin English

Virginia McGrane

Mike Zampelli

Brent Fischmann

A.J. Palutis

Suzi Zibelli
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Tracey Hughes
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at

April10,11;23,24,25
8:00 pm Trinity Theatre (36 ando Sts., NW)

i

«

\

BERRA R RARE RARER RB

- Presents

\

were selected at this stage. The rest of
the 64-team field are selected through

News Editor

Georgetown Sophomores John Barrett and Paul Blend are competing this
weekend in the National Debate Tournament in Pamona, California. The
pair, who are coached by James

3
vl

in the first round. Barrett and Bland

by Len Schoppa

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY THEATRE
MASK AND BAUBLE

ER

will con-

tinue until Tuesday, April 14 outside
of the College Deans’ offices.

Debaters Make Nationals

Workers

We're looking for students with
construction/renovation/landscaping
experience to work on our current and future

priority

BLOWOUT
WEEKEND!

the door.
Madison
arrived at the hearing
without an advisor or any witnesses.
There was one recess in the hearing
after which Baseball Coach Ken Kelly
acted
as advisor
to Madison
(a
member of the baseball squad).
Although found guilty by the board,
Madison still contends he is innocent.
The Corps sought the highest form of
punishment against Madison, ‘‘acting
on the violation of principle,” according to Kagei. Kagei also stated that,
“The Corp approached this as an attack upon the very benefit of the stu-

involvement

top

CSAC. “With the budget increases
from $300 to over $900 we hope to increase publicity about upcoming activities and to develop a strong and effective advisory force.’’ Other plans
include the establishment of an ongoing faculty speaker series, the reestablishment of communication lines
between the CSAC and the majors’
associations and the improvement of
the Student - Government-sponsored
tutoring system.

he plans to try to enlarge the council to
more than two members per class in
order to increase student input. The

Council’s

A

Race

plans is improving communications
among the faculty, students and the

Academic Councils. Zrike also claims

preceded

before formal charges and his defense

saw

that he had gone into Vital Vittles for a
- Snickers bar and waited in line five
minutes. He quoted his friend as telling him that someone was “throwing
"things out to me, and I was just catching them,” and adding that there was
‘“a little trouble about a loaf of
bread.” Madison maintains that he’
and his friend left without finding out
who was throwing the items through

follows

council. Zrike faced allegations of irresponsiblity and excessive absences

near

by, maintains that the speaker must
not have
Corp.
Orrico

and revitalizing ex-

his resignation in February from the

someone said, ‘‘Let’s pull the quarter
sneak.’’

programs

isting programs.
¥
Zrike’s
campaign

friend were speaking with him outside
of the Vital Vittles entrance when
back

Staff Writer

Former College Academic Council
member David Zrike and CSAC president
Judy
Costello
are presently

The Student Corp pressed charges
against a student for shoplifting from
Vital Vittles in an attempt to set a
precedent in dealing with this growing

grams.

critiques which have not Seer run for
‘two semesters due to lack of sufficient
participation by
other
schools’

by Andrea Pisani

the

10 , 1981, Page 3

Costello Faces Zrike in CSAC
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Student Charged

At

Friday, Apt

TICKETS: $3.50

Information and reservations: S.E.C. Box Office, 625-3181
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ANNUALLY, Georgetown University is asked to exercise its proxy at the stockholders’ meetings of
corporations in which the University has an investment.

In order to advise the University in this matter, ia

the Board of Directors has established the University Committee on Investments and Social
Responsibility. Anyone wishing to express an opinion on voting of the University’s proxies is invitedto
state their position(s) in a letter addressed to the Committee in care of George R. Houston, Jr.,

Vice-President and Treasurer. 2nd Ryan Administration Building,
Georgetown University, Washington, DC, 20057.
A list of the corporations in which the University held investments, along with issues identified by
Investor Responsiblity Research Center and the dates of the annual meeting, are as follows:

Atlantic Richfield

‘no expansion in Chile

|

May 5

plant closing in Montana
Bristol Myers

~ secret ballot
report on Soviet bloc trade

April 23

CBS

appoint ombudsman

April 15

Citicorp

South

April 21

Coca-Cola

political action disclosure

May 4

Eastman Kodak

report on Soviet bloc trade

May 6

South African review committee

?

|
Exxon

Africa loan review committee

no expansion in Chile

General Dynamics

hazardous chemicals

General Electric

no trade with Communists

|

May 14
May

7

April 22

report on Pinellas nuclear facilty
halt nuclear projects

General Motors

report on Soviet bloc trade
South Africa review committee

| May

22
|

April

27

plant closings
IBM

~

stop sales to Soviet government

stop sales to S. African government

McDonnel Douglas

military conversion

:

April

20

April

29

report on F-18
Merril Lynch

stop loans to South Africa

Mobil

stockholder board nominees
report on Rhodesia

May 7
go

stop sales to South African police
. and military

report on Soviet bloc trade
criteria for foreign investments

Monsanto

‘nuclear weapons production

Philip Morris

tobacco sales abroad

RCA

April 24

April

29

appoint ombudsman

May

5

Standard Oil of
California

secret ballot
toxic wastes
report on Soviet bloc trade

May

5

Standard Oil of

stop trade with Communists

Ohio

April 23

rE

Superior Oil

delay expansion in Namibia

~ May

20

Texaco

report on Soviet bloc trade

April 28

Xerox

no expansion in South Africa

May 21

|
|

|

\

The HOYA,

“‘Immorality’’ Buttons Pay;

SAC Album

Georgetown Student Profits
crowd

of George

students.

Mason

The

quoted

McGovern

Moral

as

Majority

terming

against what he termed ‘right-wing
radicalism’ has turned into a moneymaking business.

“I resented the part the Moral Majority played in defeating Senator
Bayh
and
other reputable
liberal
senators like McGovern, Magnuson,
and Church,” Koutsoumpas remarked, ‘‘so I had one thousand ‘Support
the Immoral Minority’ buttons printed
to get the message across.”
Koutsoumpas’ buttons caught on

liké fire on Capitol Hill, and the fire
didn’t
stop
there.
Washington Star’s Ear

Since
column,

Besides

criticism

of

Falwell’s

from

ordered fifty of them,’ Koutsoumpas
said, ‘‘and they’re very popular with
the Californians, particularly on the
Berkeley campus.’
The Moral Majority is ‘self-defined
as
‘‘a political
movement
of
Evangelical fundamentalist ministers
founded by the Reverend Jerry Falwell
in June, 1979.” The organization says

it is ‘‘dedicated to convincing conservative Christians that it is their duty to
register and vote for candidates who
agree with their moral principles,’’ and
claims that its membership numbers 72’
thousand ' ministers
and 4 million
laymen.
Koutsoumpas, who has sold two
thousand of his four-word buttons, is
not the only person who has criticized
the Moral Majority. Its detractors include evangelist Billy Graham and ex-

* Senator George McGovern.
Graham told People magazine that
the Moral Majority ‘‘is not my cup of
tea...I' do not intend to use what little
influénce I may have on secular, nonmoral issues...”” Graham also cautioned against ministers who become so involved in politics ‘‘that they lose sight
of the priority of the Gospel.”
Former Senator George McGovern,
who like Bayh cites the Moral Majori-

IMMORAL
MINORITY

Pointing

out

that

‘Isaac

fund

directly to the arts. Richmond

Stern

didn’t play his first violin solo in New

surveyed would be pleased to donate.
Richmond says he sees no reason why

York’s

people who want to contribute should

Philharmonic

Stage,”’

Con-

not be allowed to the government
should have a more involved role in

gressman Frederick Richmond (D-NY)
urged support of the arts in the face of
proposed reductions in federal support. In his Gaston Hall address Tuesday, Richmond pointed to the impor- |
tance of the arts as a cultural expres-

the arts, he maintained.
Richmond said "that he

sion and as an economic stimulant; he
asked his audience to support a na-

life, provide enjoyment, and generate
business in such areas as revitalizing
cities. Embedded in our culture are at
least 57 million performers, he said,
and 1 million live off of the arts. New
York City, saved itself from near
bankruptcy partly by reaping around

$5 billion dollars from
claimed
Richmond

out that if a one-dollar investment in
the arts generates 4 or 5, a 50% cut in

cuts would trim funding to the arts and

|

D.C-MD-VA
244.1456 |

Pastis
Educational Center

I

SUMMER

WORK

Send them

most

beautiful

campus,

only

OO

Island's

minutes

accommodations

are suites. Bedroom,

living room,

dining area

COPY,

GREENVALE,

NEW

YORK

Please send

me the Summer

1981

has elegance. They'll feel at home.

800-424-2900
J
Toll free Reservations In Washington,

11548

c

O

Name

Address

Swito
°

City, State, Zip.

D.C. dial 861-8610

Clip this ad and mail it home.
Then go back to your studies.

Action Institution

Bulletin.

Guest Quarters

(ROR) 333-8060

C.\W, post center
An Equal Opportunity/Affitmative

rates.

Guest Quarters—Pennsylvania Avenue
R500 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Sessions Office
ISLAND tcenter

®

has special graduation

Guest Quarters—New Hampshire Avenue
801 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
(ROR) 785-2000

phone (516) 299-2431 or mail coupon today.

Summer
LONG

Guest Quarters

- Guest Quarters has convenience. Each of our locations is
only a few minutes from your school.

Weekend College classes begin June 13, 14, 20 or 21

Rockland Campus

has space galore—which they need. All our

bring in roll-away beds for the kids.

Day and evening sessions begin May 11, June 22, July 27

(at Dominican College)
(914) 359-7200

Guest Quarters

kitchen (for those money-saving family meals!). We'll even

More than 1300 undergraduate and graduate courses,
intensive institutes and workshops, Festival of the Arts,
(workshops, master classes, performances).

(516) 273-5112

to us.
}

from New York City and fine recreation areas.

L.I.

sisters and

hotels:

Summer learning is great at C.W. Post: a full range of courses, outstanding resident and guest faculty, flexible schedules, excellent

Brentwood,

brothers,

Answer from Guest Quarters

/

Suffolk Branch Campus,

are your parents,

friends to stay when they come to see you?

&

Ready Now

Where

*

Summer 198!
Bulletin is

Summer courses are
also available at:

eeoM/F

graduating class:

TheCWPost

YOUR

No experience necessary
Part time - Full time

Question for this year’s

a productive summer...

GET

respected nationwide.

O

To help you plan

10

A company

|

Travel to the West
|
Make $380 per week
Call 527-6290.

- P.D.S.

Cash prizes for students.

Call: 337-1887

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008

people to donate part of their tax re-

College Tuition Program.

Flexible hours - Car helpful

Visit our Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

working to pass HR1042 which allows

Remember, folks: "When the going gets weird,
the weird turn pro.’

Long

High earnings plus

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Mardicks and Perez

on

wanted, he would have kept them (and
even sold them if such an idea had occured to him at that time) without feeling guilty about it. ‘‘It would have
been the first thing I would have gotten free from the university,”” he
laughed.
.
Henry also maintains that the SAC
which is reportedly ‘‘checking into the
situation’’, has not yet confronted
him. [Director of Student Activities,
Walt] Cramer, fears to be held resposible for what happened, and he wants a
scapegoat,’’ charged Henry.
Cramer
is out
of town,
and
therefore was unavailable for comment.
The SAC and the Radio Club request that the missing albums, which
are clearly marked with WGBT’s call
letters, be promptly returned to the
SAC office.

arts funding would be foolish.

Fel

face an uphill battle with the Reagan
Administration. The proposed budget

Congratulations,

facilities

the arts, he
pointed

says that if he had seen any albums he .

Bill Henry, one of the roommates
implicated, claims he has not been
contacted by the Voice and maintains
further that he was not accountable in
the incident. ‘‘I didn’t feel responsible
for them. Of course we were surprised
that they were gone, but if the SAC
wants them back, it’s their problem,
not mine.”’
The details of the disappearance of
the 2,500 LPs owned by the SAC as
outlined by Henry and DiRito are as
follows: In October DiRito brought
the albums from . Lauinger Library
where they had been stored since
WGTB’s closing to be stored in his Henle
Village
apartment.
‘‘We
understood that they would only be
there a short time. We were promised
that in a month they would be placed
in SAC storage space,’ said DiRito.
By the time he moved out of his apartment in December as scheduled, there
were still no plans to move the albums,

SPrepae Jor:

. tional letter campaign and his proposal
to make donations to the arts through
income tax return possibility.
Richmond pointed out that the arts’

humanities by 50%, the Public Broadcasting by 20%, and completely cut
off the Museum of Historical Arts and
Preservation. The Senate has already
approved of Reagan’s wishes which
are now awaiting word from the
House.
+ Richmond voiced hope for a national letter campaign, encouraging his
audience to write to each of their Congressmen.
Richmond
has
written
others in Congress, collecting the support of 136 members from 35 states to
form a committee to prevent drastic
cuts in the arts.
Richmond also explained that he is

dedicates

himself to the arts because the arts, as
he explained, improve the quality of

for
ad-

judication may face the guilty party.’’

Art Aid Urged
pointed to a Lou Harris poll which 3
times indicated that over 50%

in an attempt to

have those responsible account
missing albums. The threat of

Speaks;

HOYA Staff Writer

Pittsburgh

former housemates

soumpas remarked, ‘‘I don’t know,
but one thing is for sure, a lot more
will be said about the so-called Moral
Majority.”

by Lucy Wang

from

that ‘“‘the [Student Activities] Commisssion is confronting one or more of

[Radio Club director Geoff DiRito’s]

_ Addressing the question of how
many more ‘I Support the Immoral
Minority’ buttons he will sell, Kout-

Richmond

get them to move the album collection,
but he charged that ‘‘the SAC wasn’t
very cordial to us.’”’ Consequently, he
and the other remaining roommates
began to give them away to anybody
who liked them. By January 20, after a
birthday party, the rest of the albums
had disappeared.
At the present time, nobody knows
where the LPs are, Henry claims that
he personally does not have any. He

““lost.”’ An article in The Georgetown
Voice covering this incident charged

Left,

March issue of Penthouse magazine
raised a few of his own conservative
follower’s eyebrows.

UPI wire services, 7ime magazine and

‘Somebody

the

called the SAC several times. trying to

January,
the collection of
remaining’ from the now-

defunct WGTB FM radio station were

THE

Falwell’s controversial interview in the

the
the

the Washington Post publicized word
of the ‘Immoral’ one-dollar buttons,
Koutsoumpas has been besieged with
requests from coast to coast.

the

quasi-

Last
' albums

SUPPORT

Post

the

‘‘Support the Immoral Minority.”’ So . political/religious arm
Old-Time Gospel Hour.
he printed it on a button.
Today,
Koutsoumpas,
a
Georgetown American Studies major,
is receiving so many requests for his
red and white button that his protest

University

Washington

but DiRito said he left feeling they
would soon be taken care of. Henry
reported that he and his roommates

HOYA Staff Writer

loss, had no kind words for. the Moral
Majority when he recently addressed a

After the November ’80 election,
Tom Koutsoumpas, a personal aide to
defeated Senator Birch Bayh, had a
message he couldn’t keep to himself:

Loss Recorded

by Nadine Casagrande

ty as instrumental
in his November

by Mary Jordan
HOYA Staff Writer
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Control, ,

that’s a Roger on the
reports of Georgetown
students in the

4
:

:

i

gundrinty

Wrath

Righteous

(

k-

}

he coming of Spring, with all its attendant
sunshine, affects the Georgetown student

Except for the mess. Beer cups, Tab cans,
empty yogurt containers, Center Cafe wrapp-

J

body

in a number

ings,

i

The

‘‘Rites

,

of rather predictable ways.

of Spring’’

include

the

rolling

papers,

paper

plates,

and

a text

ususal

book or two can be found, without fail, gracing

}

sacraments, such as a proliferation of flying
discs, the reappearance of flowered boxer shorts
~and
Ray-Ban
aviator sunglasses,
and—of

the front yard of the Hilltop at the conclusion of
each and every nice day.
We seriously doubt that anyone, save perhaps

§
}
§

course—the lemming-like migration of scantilly * those in rather altered states of consciousness,
clad Hoya masses onto the Copley and Healy
| lawns (known collectively to the regulars as,
simply ‘‘the Lawn’”) to bask in the afternoon

&

find litter asthetically pleasing. Yet, day after
day, the Copley and (especially) Healy lawns
are used as the depositories for the excess of our

E
%

k

warmth of Washington’s most appealing season. ~~ throw-away culture.
This is, all-in-all, just swell. Even assorted
-HOYA editors, cellar-dwelling trolls that they

are, have been known

to emerge

hovels

partake

in

Copley

and

climes.

from their

of the

balmy

:

‘Beer is swilled; footballs, baseballs, softballs,
and frisbees slice through the air; scratchy

§

There really is no reason for this condition to
continue to persist other than our own laziness.

k
K

It might help to remember that the amazingly

y

patient people who pick up the remnants of our

§

squandered

grounds

¥

is neither difficult

’
k

afternoons

are

keepers, not maids.
Picking up your leavings

rock’n roll eminates from the infamous Copley

nor time-consuming.

And besides, just think of

f

Blacksheep Den. But as the evening rolls in off
the Potomac, the throng of preppies, mellow sun

the of the social status that accrues to those who
clean up after themselves (‘‘Oh wow, that guy’s

&
¢

freaks, and class-cutters begins to disperse. The

got class...maybe I’ll go over and ask him to rub

b

Grateful. Dead wail their last dirge and fall
silent. Eventually, as the final rays of the day

suntan lotion on me.’’).
:
One final note: Watch your step — even the

«
L

flicker, ‘‘the Lawn’’
tom.

HOYA'’s
dogs.

is as bare as'a baby’s bot-

righteous

¢

wrath

doesn’t

dissuade

the

.

.

enate

S

To the Editor:
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'he

oe

recent

Vittles
brought
g

Dwight

“light
g

‘serious

a

:

incident

involving

to

*

io

shoplifting

;

i

;
¢

.

5

]

:

at Vital

Madison

2

has

p problem

where

s

pes

tudents are traditionally

most

:

..:

sensitive,

.

While not commenting

g on details of the recent

such actions. In fact, the Senate seems
to insist on tackling items that are en-

rooms
to maintain regular hours.
~~ While this was already implemented,

&
&

trving

10:

Htnprove

fhe

G

Uni

goYgetown

:

dq

difficult

Liniversily StuCents.

of prosecuting

decisi

ticult

decision.

CW

GU
;

shoplifters
4d

in

a

they concentrated on items that they

and

more

§

However,
YET,

themselves could implement and main-

debates. The Senate did finally form a

tain,
maybe the majority of the student body would not consider the

!

task force now and what did it do, well

J 8somewhere along the line
and proposals.

Never

One graphic example of this desire

to overstep their bounds of power is

ed the student body with a new service,

dent to 3H and watch the door.

under

mittees"and

proposed include cameras. Needless to say, such
devices bring one result: increased prices. The

i

y

senate.

:

Shoplifting is a crime which no student should
condone, much less participate in.

student who shoplifts is hurting other students

They

have

formed

defunct

discussion for the Senate for approximately Tour TEesings, no im-

more com-

provements

‘‘task forces’’ than I can:

Funny

| To the Editor:

M

em atiac
smaller

assasin’s gun.

curate.

Jo

Geoff

of

Editors

Rito,

Mr. Frank Carey, Advisor

David Florimbi, Asst. Arts Editor

:
;
Associate Editor
Dr. Gregory Kitsock

: NEWS:

Lisa Cannon,

James

Coakley,

Sarah Rosenson, David Scott Pearce

John Greco, Donald Murphy

Elise Despinto,

Gloria Quinn, Debbie Spar, Maureen
FEATURES:

Catherine

Fine, Tricia Gaugham,

Sullivan, Kara Swisher, Barbara Trumpbour,

Bill Latham,

Lilu Kumar,

once

again

ih

daries
of
our
glorious
JudeoChristian
society
through
your
casual disregard for our linguistic
heritage and the sanctity of proper
names. I am, of course, refering to
‘Mr. Sutphin’s misspelling of Tom

fr
4
i

incorrect

te

declension
of
‘‘Hoya’’
into
‘““Hoyae.”” Forgetting the ‘‘¢’’ on the

3 {i
i

Andrea

chaos,

end of Mr. Wolfe’s name was indeed

an

Kirk

Nahra,

Barry

inexcusable

you

make zm of the oven Rymem

to

De Misra
illip

Tamar Pachter |

ty, in another burst of creative genius,

0.

would

Frankly,

I

Walker,

eas By

hy
was

shocked

at

yet

[another example of yellow journal
overall

sleazy writing

editors

{i

L.
{&

things,
yellow.

{

¥

is many

4%

but it is not, however,
It is black, white and grey.

ik
+

Ss! The ii
,
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Managing Editor, The Voice

Todd

Ales

|

Joel “Hazeev”’ Wolfe

before

The “HOY

Vor ediintials
orget,

a

the missing

ih

“@”’ has been located. It’s shacked
up With the “rv” that normally i

y

found in the word “referring.”

Paul Sutphin

in Paul
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ARTS:! Barbara
rbara Cardone,
Cardone, John
John Holbach,
Holbac! Bellew

ew

McM:
McManus, , JoJo AnnAnn Yvon, Yvon, Christiantian Zapatk:
Zapatka

.
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Let’s salvage the Republic for the
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To the Editor:
It seems that Georgetown Universi- + | To the Editor:
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Nigro, Geoff Nyhart,
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crime

* ““Hoyos’’ is the sort of thing that
has
destroyed
civilizations
greater

remember the Holocaust, don’t try to,

has once more managed to astonish

his

and

name

Wolfe’s

k

take
some
punitive
action,
for
without an accurate press we are all
doomed.

When

and everything this

have

please explain to me the potential for
humor in the systematic slaughter of
thirteen million innocent men, women,

continued on p.7. | and

McDermott,

is,

than ours. I hope the HOYA

im-

country has always stood against il
A

Laura Allendorf
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intent was ‘‘to make fun of the truth,”

Chris Simms, Chief Graphic Artist | By Any Other Name
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Break

violated the moral and ethical boun-

killed

sent to the gas chambers, the total rises
to thirteen million. If, as you say, your
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assasination on the basis of political | and children.
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Len Schoppa, News Editor
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article,
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the gross immorality of his attitude. If | Russian freedom fighters, and others

preference is to support anarchy,

Susan Waterman, Production Manager

million
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humanity,
but
‘Hoya’ is the

In a democratic society there are
mechanisms
to resolve
political
disputes in a just way. To support an

Managing Editor
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life and
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I hope that that young man, having | during the Holocaust. When one conreflected upon his action, has realized |: siders the gypsies, Poles, homosexuals,

stands alone.
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not, for the sake of the decency of this
civilization, I can only hope that he
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Board
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Reagan had been hit by the bullet of an | Disco Holocaust was statistically inac-*

.
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some 0

problems

“Sutphin’s

| preciate a good joke. However, I can| not
believe
the
insensitivity
demonstrated by making fun of the
| Holocaust in the April Fools’ Day
| issue of the HOYA.
Needless to say, population control
he
established
the
Furthermore,
camps.

Senate

then they can attack larger problems
_ continued on p.7
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in Healy basement shout in euphoric |
glee at the report that President |

the

|

soliciting contributions for some choir - | was not what Hitler had in mind when

There!
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The Senate must keep in mind that
oe
Lat
Be ar ho Sl pov

I am a College Democrat and a sup- | with no sense of humor’’; rather, Iam
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letter

- because I do offer a few suggestions.

porter of former President Carter in | an open-minded reader who can apH 0 YA
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Now ighiis is not the typical inflom-

matory

No, I am not a “‘pointy-headed nerd

the 1980 election. Having always been
a firm believer in the Democratic process, I am shocked that any person
would attempt to assasinate the President of the United States. I am even
more
shocked
to see a student

WIk

answers to these questions.

the ironic thing is

~~
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To the Editor:

thi

for the

Surely You Jest...

’

and

task force, but you ask where is this

that a month before their discussions
became public, the Office of Residence

si

more

don’t look to the Senate

due to their efforts ever

resulted. However,

Assassination Attempt
Not

in the Senate’s now

mail task force. While this was hot

recall; however, I have yet to see one
new floodlight around campus, or any

Either way, you pay.

i

shown

persisted in

is

Senate as a joke.

~V e see it as students ripping |. or 5 pew facility, with the exception of

any grey msiance:

er

have I read that the Senate has providthe renovations in Healy. basement,
and ver 1s Yo not fae solely tothe

g

.

(ions report each week on the Senate’s

off students.”
asserts the Corp. Although |
shoplifters may be fellow students, it is a crime

Other deterrents

. the Senic remained unaware of this

quality of life here at Georgetown.

Unable to stop the thefts, Saxa’s has been
forced to install mirrors and hire another stu:

titely out Of their realm OF power. If.

these intentions seem to get muddled

Corp embarks on a |
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i
i
f
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The Senate is composed of basically
well-intentioned
students
who
are

appointments

policy

tudent

|

Hall Offices detailing a plan of improving the mail system. The plan call-ed for the RHO workers to make cer' tain that the mailrooms are open on
their specified hours, and that any
discrepancies or trouble that. were

f
t
L

District courts, the HOYA firmly seconds this |

As the

Life sent a note to all the Residence

Life in the form of a note of phone call
from the RHO. This plan did improve
the mail system by forcing the mail

new

shopli ters.

A

observed was to be sent to Residence

depleted inventories and it’s clear the vast ma-

illicitly

efforts to combat crime have been ineffectual mainly because these efforts
never consisted
more
than group
discussions and more proposals. If any
overt effort had been made, maybe the
manager
of the Darnall cafeteria =

©

The student body cannot blame
these incidents on the Senate, for it is
not their responsibility to implement

jority, if not the entire group of offenders, are

by

!

Criticize
040

wouldn’t have been held at gunpoint.

up in red tape. Both school publica-

have been plagued

C

some shortcomings that if corrected
could provide a more effective and influential Senate.

event,
the AHOYA S supports a crackdown on |
hoolif

Sundries

d

sort of improvement in security. Their

Georgetown:
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the Senate, but merely to point out

desperately

in the wallet.
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Shortcomings

After a year of having constant exposure to the senate through one
freshmen senator, whom I consider
one of the hardest working, I am finally compelled to write my feelings
toward it. I am writing this not to blast
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John

Greco

Creation And Evolution Are Inclusive
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men

‘the Washington Post news of a ‘second Scopes-‘Monkey’ trial’ taking
place in California. It greatly surprised
me that at this stage of human
development men are still denying the
reality of evolution. The fact of evolution is unquestionable. There is no acceptable scientific alternative to the
theory.
Opposition
to
the

TURNINGS
TURNINGS
TURNINGS
phenomenon
springs
rather
from
religious sources: a deep-seated wish
of some good men to remain faithful
to their beliefs.
But remaining faithful to Christian
doctrine need not entail the denial of
scientific realities. This is certainly the
case with Creation and evolution.
Though the two seem at first to be in
direct opposition, the biblical story of
Creation and the scientific theory of
evolution are in fact quite compatible.
In bringing the two together, we
must first assume a realistic perspec* tive in regards to the story of Creation.
Modern theology is discovering more
and more that some biblical stories are
not so much a relating of historical
events as’ stories about God, human
nature and the universe. Each biblical

higher

consciousness.

final

world

consciousness

assembly

unity

man.

of

all,

which

is

individual

Thus evolution, when seen
toward greater consciousness
rise toward God, is the story
tion in our present cultural

idea is that the Christian

Both

profess

that

As

process he will be united with and in
God. There can be no higher cause,'

the
con-

there can be nothing of comparable

as a rise
and as a
of Creacontext.

importance to distract us. All the complications and nagging details of everyday life seem to instantly fade away at
the thought of our true place in the
universe. The world is becoming one in
God, and man must carry out the pro-

the ‘universe

was

$50

arming its supposed allies not only in

and realized in Jesus. There can be no

million in guns, ammunition and other

higher cause, and that is why faith in
Jesus entails total devotion.

military equipment into El Salvador.

El Salvador, but around the globe.
In fact, a recently published CIA
report seriously puts into question the
Reagan/Haig
accusation
by
concluding that alleged Soviet support of
‘“‘international terrorism’’ is unfounded
due
to
‘‘insufficient
credible
evidence.” El Salvador is presently the
most obvious case where the U.S.
government has become the sponsor of
a state terorism akin to those of Hitler,
Stalin, Idi Amin or Pol Pot. Sponsorship of this kind by the U.S. government must not be tolerated by the
American people.
The U.S. government, instead of
coming
to
the
rescue
of
the
Salvadorean people, increases military

U.S.

-John Greco

ble for hegemony with the other superpower while also massively and openly

government

is

injecting

This aid will enable the military junta
in that country to continue the war
against its own people.
This war resulted in at least 10,000
civilian deaths last year and has increased to a rate of about 40 murders a

Thus the story of Creation, seen as a
call to action rather than an explana«tion of the earth’s beginnings, in no
way conflicts with the theory of evolution. In fact, the two can be seen as
complementary, and leading to the
same conclusion of ‘‘the necessity for
Christian action.”
As seen by Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, evolution is a process by which
biological forms become increasingly
more complex, and with this achieve
correspondingly higher states of consciousness. Throughout evolution, life
progresses in more and more complex
forms, each in turn reaching a higher
state of consciousness (or spirit). This
law of complexity-consciousness is
universal and continues through man
with the increasing complexity of the
entire world, as if it were one living

cess.

Today as Spring infects the student
body at Georgetown University, the

day this year. According to Amnesty

International, the junta’s ‘security
forces” and right-wing ‘‘irregulars”
are responsible for these murders.
Clearly then, since the U.S. government supplies the weapons and train- ing to these forces, it too has' unshakeable responsibility for the bloody
onslaught.
The Reagan Administration, in a
tone at once indignant and provocative,
accuses the Soviets and
Cubans of supplying arms to so-called
‘““leftists’’ in EI Salvador. This is a petty complaint
from
a superpower
engaged in
i a blatant worldwide scram-
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much control over our own personal
destiny.
We have allowed the reins of control
to be put into the hands of beaurocrats
who, like you and I, simply aren’t wise
enough intellectually or emotionally to

ride

the

sophisticated

technological

horse. When a technology
can destroy 66.66% of us
of days or weeks, and the
cf that technology is in the

exists that
in a matter
application
hands of a

Senate

A

continued from p.6
(i.e. the budget, housing, etc.). Improve just one aspect of student life
and I will be happy. Provide the student body with one concert with a big
name
attraction
(e.g.
Southside
Johnny, a concert which fell through)
and I will be satisfied. I know that the
Senate is working on this, but they
_ seem to be working on a lot of things

and I have yet to see one result.
Also, a restructuring of the Senate
could be useful. With the present
structure, I feel no affinity with the
senators from my class. For all it’s
worth, they serve me just as well as any
of the senators from’ other classes.
They are supposed to be our leaders,
yet they haven’t given me a sense of
identity with my class. If there was a
president,
vice-president,
treasurer,

. Rose

continued from p.6
the student body by giving their next
proposed living quarters the truly
original name of ‘Village B.”’ Their
capacity for inventiveness in these
matters is consistently underwhelming.
They can add that name to the descriptive ones of; Village A, Old North,

New North, and New South. Naming
dorms after their location
age isn’t such a bad idea,
tionality of the system
sometimes. For instance,

‘and relative
yet the irraconfuses me
why have a

through

conscious

Policy Blunder In El Salvador

McK eone

what you do and how you live, but
that you live? The fact is, our nuclear
age technology combined with our
social immaturity has breught us to
the point where we no longer have

realized

ever more perfect world, and by this

And both insist that this final stage of

Eileen

have a say in not only

be

ultimately

conclusion to which both evolution
and the Creation story lead: Man must
use his energies and talents to create an

begun in chaos and will end in unity.

select few, then we’ve lost some rights
-- namely; the right to stay alive when
death can easily enough be avoided.
sorts of views on statistics on nuclear
Allow me to point out a much
armament, disarmament, Salt I, Salt
II, etc. I won’t fling numbers and
publicized statistic (the only one, I
dollars and technical jargon at you if _ promise, that I’ll bestow upon you!). :
Top U.S. policy makers assert that in
you’ll let me get on my soap box for a
any “limited nticlear confrontation’
moment and preach to you about -yes, disarmament.
60 million Americans dead would be
I think there’s a much more funan ‘‘acceptable’” level. Acceptable for
whom? Certainly not for me.
damental issue here at stake than how
much They’ve got vs. how much
Those Guys Up There on the Hill
Welve
got,
federal spending,
the
are presuming an awful lot, although I
number of missile silos around Tuccan’t say exactly what it is that They’re
son, ad nauseum. Look at you. You’ve
presuming. My closest guess is that
got a right to personhood (i.e., to be
They’re operating on an extrememly

and cancer,

only

community will be the vanguard of
this ongoing creation. Thus by following the teachings of Christ, the community slowly transforms the world
until the Kingdom of God is established. The consequence of these beliefs is
that we as Christians must use our
talents, resources and energies to bring
about a better world. In other words,
to complete the creation begun by God

By this point in your life, you’ve
probably been bombarded with all

and
the
pursuit
of happiness).
Shouldn’t you, outside of earthquakes’

The

a different name for the ‘‘Kingdom of
God”’ Christians are striving for.
Most important of all is the logical

broad principle of ‘‘better dead than'
Red.” Personally, I’d rather be alive

and work on thingsa bit than be dead
but democratic all the way to’ my
grave.
(Doesn’t
it seem
rather
paradoxical that the democracy We're
supposedly defending has given us little democratic
say ‘in the
whole
matter?) Most of all, I’d like to get my
B.S. and get a good job and maybe
some day get married and make
babies. How can I get my B.S. and
make babies if in the interim They
decide They don’t like something that
the lousy undemocratic and inherently
evil commies do and literally try and
make the problem ‘‘disappear.’’ That
thought bothers me an awful lot.
It bothers me even more when I see
the lack of logic involved in employing
and representatives from each classthat served not only in the capacity as
the senators now do, but also as heads
of their class, the student government
could become more effectual. Not only would this improve the social life of
campus, which students feel is lacking,
by dictating the authority to hold
social events for their respective classes
and for the entire campus but would
also build up a class fund so that come
senior year, the senior week committee
would not have to go crazy trying to

raise money in any way possible. This
would also provide a little friendly
rivalry betwen classes, and would thus
instill a sense of class pride in the
students. I realize that these proposals
may be a little radical, but if something
radical is not done, the student body
will forever have an ineffectual Senate.
If anyone can, I feel that Mardiks and
New South when there is no OId
South?
And why hasn’t this procedure been
applied
consistently
to the other
buildings on campus? (Are we just
, awaiting the death of some prominent
Jesuit?) Why have Harbin when we
could have ‘‘New West’’? Or Village A
when ‘““New Southeast’’ is a possibility? We
could even continue the
old/new tradition and call Village A
“New Henleville.”’
Just to give a little impetus towards
giving
our
dorms
a little more

Zapping
In case you

The Vidgames

weéren’t aware,

Jane

reality. (But first look under you arm
and see if that Hoyette isn’t named
Jane). Star Castle is in Hollywood.
Missile
Command
is the
Haig
household. Phoenix is a city in the
West. Midway is an island where we
whipped the Japanese in ancient times.
A Pac-Man is a shirpa. Battlezone is
the Student Senate, and Asteroids are
found in a belt between Mars and
Jupiter.
Furthermore, as much as the pinball
machine Xenon excites you, it can’t
make coffee, file your income tax, or
smoke
cigarrettes.
In fact,
when.
- Xenon says to you, ‘Enter Xenon’,
“Welcome to Xenon’’, “Xenon tube

Hoya is not dating the captain of the
football team (which is understandable), an especially vocal Chime, or
the amiable Mike Frazier. Those days
are long gone. The fact of the matter
is, Jane is seeing the king of the Healy

Basement

game

room

or

arcade.

That’s right, Jane’s domain is governed by the one who spears the most
spaceships, anihilates the most aliens,
and never sees the light of day.
Do not fear, however. Jane is in

good

hands.

Her

suitor

has

a very

strong index finger, and his eye/hand"
coordination is superlative. He is pro. tected by his select and addicted band
of video-knights, who joust with the
microcircuitry in the blue-curtained
game room night and day, regardless

million. And somehow, when Reagan
received mail from all over the country, 10 to 1 against U.S. military aid,
he feels that these letters are part of a
well-orchestrated Soviet plot! So much
for American public opinion.
Increased military aid to El Salvador
will lead to continued murder and terrorization of the Salvadorean people.
The U.S. government must stop all
such aid. Since Reagan is intent on
pursuing his current policy, we must
encourage all efforts in Congress and
the media to halt this aid through

nuclear weapons. It’s unlikely that the
Soviets would use their nuclear biggies
to further the ‘Socialist Revolution”,
since at the finish there would be no
one left to enlighten. And if We zap
Them to further our interests (the protection
of democracy,
of course)
They’d zap us right back, and those interests of a few moments ago would be
the last things on anyone’s mind.
But going back to personhood. It’s
not only my personhood and your personhood at stake here. When We push
that little red button, We've got
another several million personhoods to
consider in at least the USSR and
Europe. I fail to see the Czechs or the
Greeks being all that cracked up about
the spread of democracy when they’re
all going to throw up, lose their hair,
and count their last minutes. In short,
do we have a right to poison all of
Europe and Asia with fallout to combat a political system that we just
don’t happen to find too cool?

legislation and the publicizing of the
American people’s protest.
on it.
Najib Hakim

doesn’t matter if you are majoring in
International
Business
and
play
lacrosse, all you are is a monetary hor-

of the tan potential outside. They are
the guys and gals always asking for
change in a monotone. His financial

mone. The same goes for the seductive

affairs are in order, despite the fact he

or the blatantly phallic Black Knight.

slips quarters into anything that lights

On a serious note, the Healy game | 1,
room, which opened the day Margaret
Thatcher
opened
the
doors
of
Georgetown to barbarism, has its pros =
and cons. It was the impetus behind
renovating the Healy Program Room,
and it brings in some extra money for
Pat Metz to throw into the Powers
Student Center. Its drawbacks include
causing noise pollution, encouraging
class-cutting, attracting the dregs of
society and creating zombies. And if
you are offended by what I write, I (FLY
hope that the April ranking of the
most popular machines has omitted
your three favorites, and you take it
out on yourself. However, my attack is
all in fun. Everybody needs a little »
recreation and relaxation.
When you do return to the video
haven, notice the sign on the door. It
reads: ‘‘Please. NO eating, creating or
thinking. Food, imagination, and intellect are the major causes of cog
breakdowns and lost souls. Thank-you
for being thoughtful.”’
“Too bad, Space Cadet....”

Flight 2000 machine and its explosions

TAILGUNNING
John p. mccarthy
Zz

up.

And

Jane

can rest assured

she

won’t be bored on a date as long as an
Asteroids is around and plugged in.
But who is this bastion of videovirility? Who knows? It could be you,
whether you know it or not. A few
basic question may help you determine
your electronic predilections. Do you
find that you dream in bright, two
dimensional colors? Do you fire lasers
at dripping faucets? Do you know
who’s picture is on a quarter? Is the
major goal in you life to earn the
200,000 point bonus on the Phoenix
*h If you answered yes to any of these
* questions, I feel it is my duty to set you
straight on a few details concerning

TEILHARD:
THE UNITY OF
|
KNOWLEDGE

So you see, we have here not only
my life and my right to grow up and
make babies threatened, we have a
perfect ' stranger threatened as well.
That strikes me as rather rude. Come
on, Czechs and even communists have
personhoods, too! I’d bet most of
them wouldn’t give a damn if it were
democracy, communism, or oriental
despotism they were under, as long as
they were alive, and except for earthquakes and cancer, could be pretty certain that they could stick around
awhile and not have to worry about
throwing up, losing their hair, or turning into pillars of salt. Who are We to
zap people and violate ‘their personhoods by virtue of prejudging the
situation and assuming they want to be
pillars of salt? Well, We aren’t anyone
in particular when you get down to
basics, and that right there says it all.

A Symposium
to be held May 1, 2,3

at Georgetown University.
Symposium Panel wili feature:
¥

-

. Kenneth Boulding
Frederick Copleston

Economics
Philosophy

Perez offer the greatest hope for
change. The present Senate holds great
potential; let’s just hope that it isn’t

Richard Leakey

Anthropology

wasted.

Raimundo Panikkar

Comparative Religion

Ilya Prigogine :

Chemistry

Paolo Soleri

Architecture and

|

’

:

I heartily support The HOYA'’s
reduction
of coverage
of Senate
meetings, whether this was intentional
on their part or not. The students are
sick and tired of reading about the
constant ‘squabbles between senators

.

5)Conservative Condos
6)Thompson

Courts

7)The Rose Dorm
Tom Ehrenfeld, Off-Campus

|

City Planning

and their forever ‘“We’re working on
it>’ attitude. If both papers printed only that news from the Senate that was .
truly worthy of print, then smaller activities and sports could finally get
their due recognition.
The senate would be forced to become
more effective and ‘‘on the ball’ if
they wanted recognition from the student body through both papers.
A Cautiously Optimistic Student
Brian Colligan
SBA 84,
character, I’ve thought up a few possible names. (If you have any thoughts
on the subject why don’t you write to
your student representative. I’m sure
they can make student government
work for you.)
1)Kroghborough
2)Pebbles Palisades
3)The Keg and Boot
4)The Fall Apart-ments

Y

shot”, ““Ah!”’, and “Try me again’’, it

game?

Forty Salvadoran lives a day depend

5

1

aid to the junta from $5 million to $50

Making Babies, Not Missiles

"alive, to be who you are, to life, liberty

can

universe that evolution is striving for is

sciousnesses.

. it is'man’s role on earth to complete
that creation.
The Christian extension of this Old

Testament

increased
human
science, communicarelations, etc., the
an increase in comturn leads to an ever

‘ Teilhard' sees it, this rise in consciousness since the beginning of time
"_represents a steady movement towards
a personalized universe in which the
body of Christ is being formed; one

—This creation was begun by God but
Some months ago there appeared in

organism.
With
knowledge of
tion, economic
world. undergoes
plexity which in

Ne

Editor’s Note: This is the first in a
story contains insights
about
the
series of columns
dealing
with
human condition, and these are what
_ philosophic and moral issues. We hope
we should look for when we read such
that Turnings will provide a new
stories.
medium of intellectual exchange for =~
The basic insights we can extract
the Georgetown
community.
The
from the Creation story are broad inHOYA
invites all faculty, students,
terpretations about the nature of the
and administrators to contribute by
world and man’s place in it. Here, I
sending one’s own
Turnings fo The
think, are the major points modern
HOYA, Viewpoint Editor, Hoya Statheology recognizes in the story.
tion, Box 938. A// Turnings should be
—In the beginning there was chaos
typed and double-spaced.
and in the end there will be unity.
—Unity is achieved by creation.

With Ian Barbour, Walter Burghardt; Monika Hellwig, Huoston Smith,
and J.S. Weiner.

Student tickets with ID

only $3.00
10.00

All other tickets

Tickets may be purchased at the
Continuing Education Office

Room 156 Nevils
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TURN YOUR LOSS INTO Ki
WE HAVE ROOMS

ho

AND APARTMENTS THAT ores

-RATES COMPARABLE TO THE DORMS (INCLUDING UTILITIES)
-9 MONTH LEASES (WITH SUMMER OPTION)
-CLOSETOG-U- CAMPUS
=
-SERVICEDBY G-U-T-S: AND METROBUS
- 85% STUDENT OCCUPIED
- STUDENT PUBONPREMISES
-3PAID G-U- STUDENT PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
|
- RESIDENT MANAGERIS A G-U: STUDENT
- -RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF MEMBER IN RESIDENCE
-STUDENT ACTIVITY ROOM AND STUDY ROOM
- PARKING AVAILABLE (LIMITED NUMBER OF SPACES)
- ALL STUDENT SERVICES TAILORED TO G-U- STUDENTS
-INBUILDING CONVENIENCE STORE, DRY CLEANERS,
BEAUTY PARLOR, LAUNDROMAT, RESTAURANT & TRAVEL AGENCY
- GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WELCOMED

bo

: [SOUNDS LIKE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR? THEN COME BY
: | AND CHECK US OUT AT OUR OPEN HOUSE THIS SUNDAY,
APRIL 12TH, 1-4P.M. AND FOR YOUR TIME, WE WILL THROW
INA FREE NIGHT OF BEER AT OUR NEW STUDENT PUB,
:
: |(DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED). NO CHARGE, BUT YOU MUST SIGN | :
: |IN AT THE OPEN HOUSE:
| ge
+

WHY ARE WE DOING ALL THIS? BECAUSE THINGS
HAVE REALLY CHANGED AND WE WANT YOU TO
KNOW ABOUT THE “NEW”
(CORNER OF WISC. & MASS. AVE)

(CHECK FOR SPECIAL BUS SCHEDULES THIS SUNDAY)
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Jesuits: Striving For
The view from my dorm room window includes, among other things, a

sional

aspirations

of some

students

look at Yates-bound athletes, briefcase-

in their fields, that teach without forcing

the religious issue. We want to exemplify the fact that religion is not antiacademic.’’ There exists an imbalance
between the level of academic and
religious education of today’s students;
‘Schall thinks they ‘should at least be
parallel.”
Many Jesuit Communities stressed
both commitment to the GU students
and the mutual friendship and concern
they hope grows out of this. ‘“The
model of Jesuit influence as descending
from on high is false. In fact, it’s a
phenomenon of shared ideals between
students, faculty, and those of us in the

is still idealistic.”’ When intrduced to
disciplines
like
theology
and
philosophy, which Fr. Devereauz feels
are ‘‘ends unto themselves,’ they will
respond to this more idealistic type of
education, if it is presented well. ‘In
that sense the ball is really in our
court,’’ he added.
‘“We’ve always had a strong orientation toward the finding of God in all
things,”” commented Fr.. Thomas King,
a theology professor here since 1969.
He explained that the monastic type of

of the fire escape of the Jesuit Com-

munity residence across the driveway.
Actually, the birdhouse isn’t all that
extraordinary. It just makes me wonder
about the person who put it out there.
. Someone in the religious community, °
members of which have lived and
taught at Georgetown throughout its
religious life was not what the Society’s
almost 200 year history. The Society of
founder, St. Ignatius Loyola, had in
Jesus founded Georgetown College and
mind. He envisioned an order that
made theology and philosophy the core
would actively involve itself in the
of study here. But what of the Jesuits’
modern world: When the order began
message today, as education in many
in 154!), Renaissance interest in the
respects ‘becomes more professionsciences,
classics,
literature,
and
oriented and pragmatic? If half of the
technology peaked and the Jesuits
GU student body is in fact headed for
decided to make these their fields of
law school (as one of the Fathers halfendeavour. “Today, too, do we seek to
. seriously surmised), then what is the
teach the great works while presenting
role of the more abstract and less worldhow to fit modern findings and conceply studies championed by the Jesuits?
tions
into
our
Christian
‘‘Both the formal theological and the
uncesstanding,’’ King said.
liberal arts components are obviously
Government professor Father James
under pressure because of strong profesSchall feels the Jesuits provide ‘‘the

Onwords/Judd

presence of clergy, hopefully competent

here,” said Father James Devereaux.
“‘But each is a gifted human being, each

hauling commuter students, and on certain Friday mornings, a beer truck or
two. These are hardly enough to draw
me to the window all that often, except
recently I happened to notice this birdhouse. It’s sitting on an uppér landing

Community At GU e

Community,”

said Devereaux. ‘Floor

masses and retreats bring the clergy and
students closer together,’’ Deveraux added. Twenty of th approximately ninety
Jesuits here voluntarily live among
students in the dorms. ‘““To me it’s
either a sign of heroic courage--or
deafness. ’’
The Jesuits at GU see the Community as their family, said Devereaux, who
serves as rector as well as professor in
the English department. When not involved in classroom duties or professorial research, the members confer
on studies and offer Sounssling to

students

and

other

faculty.

Many©

preach off-campus in area parishes, or 13 ae
travel to attend religious conferences. A ra ; .
The range of interests and activities is
a :
great, from the scholarly classic studies..
of Father Bodner to the colorful con-

troversial politics of Father Drinan. In EF,
addition,
interaction
with
the
worldwide Jesuit community is great.
““I guess you could say the Jesuits have
the best hotel system in the world.
There’s a house in nearly every major

=
3

city, so you walk in a stranger and
already belong.”’ Georgetown regularly
receives visitors who as members of the
order are part of GU for the duration of
their stay in the area. Currently, GU is
hosting guests from Hong Kong and India, as well as Boston and Baltimore.
When I asked about lifestyles, they
responded with broad philosophies. Still
the eductational ideals and hopes of
each man tell more about the lives of
Georgetown’s Jesuits than a description

of their daily routine can. As Fr. King
said, ‘‘Teaching and offering Mass are
interrelated--they give me a chance to
be more completely myself, as both are
ways I can say what I believe in. My in

the education the Jesuits Have devoted
their lives to -- always reaching for the
interrelation of faith and knowledge."

tellect and faith contents are somewhat
different voices in myself, and here they
come together.”” Herein lies the key to

SM

Kelly Reilly

Allen

BetterA Kick Than AFPain In The...
Many claim that pain is the spice of
life. Since bodily pain is the most
acute, it has long served as a metaphor
for all types of psycho-spiritual blackand-blue marks. We bruise our egos.
more easily than our knees, but fortunately
our
spirits
offer
more
resilience—torture experts have proven that we can break someone’s arm

2.

There's a brighter future

realization of a need to trim waste
from our fuel consumption, national
budget and waistline. Did designer
jeans inspire the health and fitness
kick or did rears fitter than a fiddle demand clothing tighter than a drum?
The expression ‘‘kick’’ means infatuation, preoccuption or fad. It im-

plies

faster than we can break their spirit.
On the other hand, if we felt physical
heartache every time we experienced
the emotional
form,
cancer
and
cigarettes would pale in importance.
‘My guess is that the existence of padding around the ass is part of a
physiological plot to help us bounce
back every time we fell flat onto it.
. This process we call ‘‘taking our
lumps.”

Mi

interest

and

inspiration,

waiting for you at
J. B.Robinson Jewelers.

Management

the

Between 50 and 60 years ago,

AN
humility in Anioricans Fi. ooncsption

brought
oid

g

¥

on by frustration ora sudden

experiences you'll ever have.
we're offering you.

J.B. Robinson Jowelert Inc., a member of

WR. Grace & Co., is one of America’s fastest
growing and most successful retailers of diamonds and fine jewelry. We're looking for
success-oriented Mynagemen people with
ills to join our Execstrong
communication

utive

Development Program. We provide

Fly to London or Paris on’

©

TWA. Then join young people
from all over the world, and
hit the road, in a modern,

_ stereo-equipped coach.
And you decide which road
to hit: the glamour cities and
colorful villages of the real
~~,

.

career opportunities for the individual interested in Retail Management. Our fraining

\ your bag”’.

I would have described the chore of
writing this column every week as a
pain in the neck, but the pain has moved southward over time. Time and a
half, today we say a pain in
i the ass. An
old development it is, considering we
just passed through a Mepedg ofoF selfs
discovery.
Ignoring the implications momentarily, the ass has become the center of
attention, if not all being. Nothing but
the ass is highlighted by Calvin Klein
jeans, and nothing sells jeans like
Brooke Shields’ ass. As fashion advertisements show, the era of the naked
nape. has ended; today’s naked eye
craves
the well-fitted
and Kleinmolded rear, Never before has an ad
campaign. so shaped public opinion.’
If I may speak through my fanny,
this trend must indicate either a new

Traveling the open road.
Freestyle. There's somethin
about it that means the best
That's the kind of vacation

source of which remains ‘‘a good kick
in the rear.” Calvin Klein has given
Americans a kick in the rear, causing
us to get our ass in gear, so the bettér it
may appear. Calvin is also making a
lot of money.
But ‘‘kick’’ as a slang term is Lo
a
fad. Even today, it is not as hip, cool
or popular as it used to be. It’s usage is
fleeting, its days numbered, like ‘‘do. ing your own thing’’ and ‘just doin’

_

EUROPE:

SUMMER 1981

Europe. .

program develops a career path from suc-

Though I’ve gotten a kick out of
writing this, it’s time to hang it up, but

cessful store management to district and

regional management. Your fraining will be

a last question: When will Calvin Klein
* decide to bag designer jeans, and convince women to hang them up, neatly?

in one of our over 60 stores in nine different
states, with our future projection of over160
stores by 1984.

We offer a competitive salary, bonuses,
liberal benefits and excellent advancement potential. If youre an enthusiastic,
determined self-starter who desires to move
up with a rapidly growing company, send us

Counseling Center

your resume.

* Assistance with personal concerns
* Reading improvement
* Learning skills improvement

bs
Jb

[| FDNE’

501 Madison Aveffue

New York, NY. 10022.

(212) 355-4705
Yes!

+

ROBINSON

J

i

For appointment, call 625-4081. Loyola Hall,
Corner of 35th and N Sts., NW

Playaway

program.

Name

INC.

Address

a GRACE company

;

Send me more information

about TWA's

ELERS.

EW

®

INTER/COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.

Lisa Hughes

:

City to city, detail to’

detail, adventure to adventure.
Call or write for our free fullcolor brochure.
--

600 Statler Office Tower

h

1127 Euclid Avenue » Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Teteptions

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tn

©

Music That Makes The Grade.On Arista.
The musical

Golden Down.

Includes

Includes;

LIVING INSIDE MYSELF
PUT

THE

WEIGHT

ON MY

SHOULDERS

NIGHTWALKER/| BELIEVE

AL 9539

Gino Vannelli rocks with a passion on Nightwalker, his first album since the platinum Brother

To Brother. Riveting arrangements and lyrics.and
stirring vocal performances make Nightwalker a
major musical event. Includes the smash single
“Living Inside Myself."
NIGHTWALKER. Dramatic new music by

Heroic
Musicianship
by The Dregs.

Reckoning.
Brilliant new
live recording
by the
Grateful Dead.

The riveting
rockof
Willie Nileon

genius of
Gino Vannelli.
Nightwalker.

| LIKE

POOR

BOY

GOLDEN DOWN
THE WAY / SHOULDERS

Includes:
RIPPLE/TO

AB 4284

He made one of the most raved-about album

debuts of 1980. Now Willie Nile is back, ringing
out with the vibrance and originality that have
marked him as a'leading rocker on the rise.
Golden Down has already been called “an album’
that stands with the classics.” Features "Poor
Bo
SOLDEN DOWN. The energy and vision of
Willie Nile.

Jf Lorber Fusion

. Git

DIRE WOLF
LAY ME DOWN

3

AL

9548

The overwhelming instrumental virtuosity of The
Dregsis in top form on Unsung Heroes. The
Grammy-nominated

band combines the best ele-

ments of rock, jazz, country and classical music
into one heroic sound that has won them a vociferous following. Includ€s “Cruise Control.”
The Dregs. Playing above and beyond the call of
duty on UNSUNG HEROES.

“1

A2L 8604

includes acoustic performances of such Dead

Includes: RAG BAG

si

AL

MOUNTAIN DANCE
EITHER WAY
FRIENDS AND STRANGERS

9545

Galaxian takes Jeff Lorber’s acclaimed and distinctive brand of fusion miles further, into the
realm of future funk. Keyboardist-composer Lorber is in the vanguard of contemporary music,
and Galaxian is his most exciting excursion. Features “Monster Man.”
GALAXIAN. A stellar musical voyage by the
Jeff Lorber Fusion.

Hardware.

GOT EVERYTHING
WINNING MAN

GRP

Composer, keyboardist, producer, arranger Dave

Grusin takes a well-deserved step into the spotlight on Mountain Dance, an album of unique
artistry and expertise. This brilliant LP offers a
dynamic range of tunes by one of the most multifaceted musicians in the world.

Musical innovations by Dave Grusin
on MOUNTAIN DANCE.
On Arista/ GRP Records and Tapes.

os

1508

Krokus on HARDWARE.

:

On Ariola America Records and Tapes.
Distributed by Arista Records.

&

Sky.
The Limit.

Includes: MEHEECO
MOONROOF
SISTER ROCK

5010

oL

On Hardware, Krokus continues their heavymetal assault on America. The band that rocked
the nation with Metal Rendez-vous returns with
an album filled with crunch-rock classics featuring blistering guitar work and powerful vocals. A
breakthrough rock album.
The mighty metal manipulations of

Dave Grusin’s
Mountain
Dance.
Jazz atits
peak.

ff Lorber

Jer qu ers

B® | rockon

includes EASY ROCKER

classics as ‘Dire Wolf,” “Ripple,” “It Must Have
Been The Roses,” and 13 more.
:
RECKONING. An essential, specially low-priced
two-album set of live performances by the
Grateful Dead.

new musical
worlds on

MONSTER MAN
THINK BACK AND REMEMBER
ENT
SEVENTH
MOUNTAIN

5

SHE'S

Reckoning is a rock landmark: the first of two
double-record sets documenting the Grateful
Dead's historic 1980 performances in New York
and San Francisco. This special two-record set

Galaxian.
Includes: CRUISE CONTROL
ROCK & ROLL PARK
DAY 444

Hard-

KROKUS || hitting hard

AB

4288

They're five of the finest musicians in the world,
and they're back with a brilliant follow-up to their
American release. With Sky 3, this phenomenally
talented British quintet starring guitarist John
Williams continues to produce classic rock on
dazzling new tracks.
SKY 3. New adventures by five of the greatest
musicians on earth.

|

‘On Arista Records and Tapes.

OR

CUS 1

3225 M ST. GEORGETOWN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
965-3302

Watch for the appearance of

Jeff Lorber
at The BAYOU!

APRIL 29

OR

CUS 11
1024 CONNECTICUT AVE.
WASHINGTON, D. C,
785-5558

|

||
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BEER: * DANCING
5
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338-8922

3700 Massachusetts Avenue

I 02000000000220000000000000@

Ask for your FREE Guts Bus tickets
from the Bartender

GUTS

(2 per customer)

Buses Leave for Alban Towers:

Mon. thru Thurs. at 6:20, 7:20, 8:20, 9:20, 10:30 and 11:45 pm

Buses Retumn to G.U.:

pn

MONDAY:

Mon. thru Thurs. at 6:37, 7:37, 8:37, 9:37, 10:45 pm & 12:00 am

Class Specials Night
(Senior Class 25¢ Beer)

TUESDAY:
Ladies Night
(25¢ Champagne

and Wine)

WEDNESDAY:
% Price Night (All Drinks)
THURS. thru SAT:
Free Beer from 6:15 to 8:15
(Free Snack Bar after 8:15 pm)

SUNDAY:
The 7th Day

;
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Ex- Rep Drinan
Father Robert Drinan, S.J. teaches a
course on immigration at the G.U.
Law Center. He joined the faculty

after the Pope ordered him to resign

from
Congress
where
he
had
represented the Boston area
for 10
years. Because of his background as a
U.S.
representative and
a Jesuit,
Drinan has developed concern for the

This

Drinan,

criticize too harshly for fear that an
even more repressive military regime
might
step
in.”’
The
current
EI
Salvadoran regime, Drinan stressed, is
moderate and has enacted some land
reforms. The leftist threat has been
overestimated;
they
are
few,
disorganized and under-armed, according to Drinan. Nor do they have support of the Catholic Church or the
Liberation theologians. ‘These people
press
for
a different
economic
order—not
violent revolution,
but

Argentina in 1978. His report cited a
decrease in violations in Chile and
Uruguay following a cut-off of U.S.
aid and prompted the Carter Administration to pursue the same course
with Argentina. Though Drinan did
not represent the Catholic Church, the
Church played a vital role in calling
world
attention
to the Argentine
government’s human rights violations.
Drinan said, ‘‘At a time when Argentines felt that there was no one
courageous enough to speak out, 15
priests sat in jail for having done so.”’
This represents what Drinan called ‘‘a
tremendous shift’” from the Church’s
traditional association with the conservative elements of the country. Gone
are the days when wealthy. Argentine
families send one son to the Church,
one to the military and one into
business forming a triad of influence;
today, Drinan stated, ‘‘Most vocations
are not from the wealthy families.”’ If

‘‘The

land reform,”

Church

hesitated

Drinan explained.

to

$7.5 million dollars in aid and relief
payments

to re-enforce

infra-structure,

the country’s

for fixing roads and

building schools. *“‘I have reservations
but I think this government is better
than
the alternatives.””
Stopping
military aid ‘‘wouldn’t tip the thing
over. We should tell Duarte (the President) that if he can’t stop the violence,

we’ll stop all aid.”

and

debts.
George
Houston,
administratorabout-town and famous luncheon host {
has been, ‘‘living in Rascal’s’’ of late,
according to a pecable source, close to
the University Treasurer.
:
Congrats are in order for ...Blaine
Smith,
for
(finally)
passing
her:
Spanish proficiency...Chris Blake and.
the rest of the lecture fund for advertising Susan Lucci (Erica of “All My
Children’’) without booking a room
for her to speak in.

By

exaggerating the leftist threat, Drinan
warned, you justify more oppressive
measures to protest against a largely
non-existent danger.
With
this in
mind, Drinan recommended,
‘The
U.S. should stop military aid and set
up economic aid programs as the El
Salvadorans have requested.””
Apparently pleased, Drinan pointed’ to

a Hoya

tune. Two names in particular have
reached the ear of your friendly
_ Sneer...Andy Kind, who is rumored to
have pulled in some 5-Gs worth of
greenbacks on his last sojourn to the
Jersey shore, is on his, way back to try
his luck
again.
Meanwhile,
Greg
Sawers, a big loser in Florida, has conducted a fund-raising effort among his
closest friends and creditors to finance
an attempt to recoup his gambling

not released. The action succeeded; according to Drinan, ‘‘people gained
without doubt.’’
The position of the Church in El
Salvador today parallels the Argentine
situation. In-both cases, explained

problems of South America. Drinan’s

many

their wallets against the wheel of for-

cut off aid if political prisoners were

views on the role of the U.S. government in South America reflect his
moral values and his conception of a
government’s purpose.
Drinan’s interest in Latin American
affairs did not spring up when El
Salvador gained center stage. With
Amnesty
International,
Drinan investigated the abuse of human rights in

weekend

Hoyette are off to Atlantic City to test

they are, they must be rebellious, for \
the protests resulted in a promise that

Father Drinan has aged slightly, but his smile’s still the same.
Drinan’s
opinions
on
Latin
American politics typify those expressed by
Jesuits
in their magazine
America and by Father Healy. The.
Society of Jesus, however, does not
force orthodoxy in the public opinion
and its members. Drinan contends that
his views ‘‘are those of any progressive,”’ and the Jesuits tend to be
progressive thinkers.”” He also pointed

to the Jesuits steeping in Christian
theology helping individual members

“‘to develop a rational point of view
with moral conditions in mind.’ With
this point of view, Drinan looks at
government’s raison d’etre as ‘‘to bring about a just and compassionate
society.
To
help
people
help
themselves.’’
Judd Allen

CORRECTION

DEP’T...apparent-

ly joie de vivre means tasse de cafe
(‘cup of java’ for the non-beautiful
people) for Professor extraordinaire
Mme. Chatenay.
Charles Davis has been blazing quite
a trail of late. After returning from
Spring Break, the dapper Senior has
purchased a photo session on J.C.’s
(that’s John Carroll) lap for a cool
grand, and has been seen recently
courting a young sophomore...

I ——

Drilling
The Georgetown University Reserve
Officer
Training
Corps’
(ROTC)
Spraker Rifles will be hosting their

14th annual National High School
Drill Tournament. The event, to be
held tomorrow from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m,
at Ft. Myers in Arlington, will be attended by some 2,000 paricipants from
over twenty high schools across the nation.
Highlights are to include an appearance by the Army Fife and Drum
Corps at 1.p.m., and a 5 p.m. showing |
by the Marine Corps Drill Team.
The Spraker Rifles, ‘Georgetown
University ROTC’s drill team, are
named after Harry White Spraker, Jr.;
the first Georgetown graduate to be

killed in the Korean War.

Back when you had to beat it
before you could eat it...

Planning to go to
Law School?
Consider Hofstra University’s
School of Law
Pre-Law Summer Institute
The Hofstra University School of Law will again offer a
“Pre-Law Summer Institute’ for five weeks from
June 2 to July 2 for the weekday section (Tuesdays &
Thursdays), from June 1 to July 2 for the evening
section (Mondays and Thursdays) and from May 30
to June 27 for the Saturday sections. The Institute
will be of value to those already planning to attend
law school or those still undecided. Taught by the
Hofstra Law School faculty, the Institute seeks to
develop analytical skills and to introduce the student
to the law library and legal writing techniques. These
are essential tools for competent performance in
law school. The Institute will be conducted in the
same manner as regular law school courses and will
include case and statutory analyses and research
techniques.

MINIMUM

REQUIREMENTS

FOR ADMISSION

Applicants must have successfully completed at
least two years of college. For further information
and application, call 516-560-3636 or write:
PRE-LAW

UNIVERSITY

HOFSTRA

INSTITUTE/SCHOOL

OF LAW

UNIVERSITY, Hempstead, N.Y. 11550

_ Hofstra University is an equal educational opportunity institution

: You'll be amazed

at all

the op portunities and
advantages the Army
offers men and women

with BSN degrees:
e Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy.
® Real opportunity for advancement and professional
growth—every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer.
® No

basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation

course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
e The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
e Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.

See if you qualify,

Call collect fo

301-677-4891
|
The Army Nurse Corps.
For more

information,

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

write:

The Army Nurse Corps.
; Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
|

Fort George G. Meade,

MD

20755

i Name
} Address

Apt.

| City, State, ZIP
{

Phone

Age
CASS/NERRC

a;

A TURMAN-FOSTER Company Productio
starring
“CAVEMAN'
|
RINGO STARR - BARBARA BACH - DENNIS QUAID - SHELLEY LONG
JOHN MATUSZAK - AVERY SCHREIBER x JACK GILFORD
witen by RUDY De LUCA ang CARL GOTTLIEB Proce by LAWRENCE TURMAN ana DAVID FOSTER
Directed by GARL GOTTLIEB Musicby LALO SCHIFRIN. Panavision® ketwicolo®
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED <&2>
SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN

Copyright © MCMLXXXI United Artists Corporation. All rights reserved.

TT United
Artists
ATransamerica Company

Starts Friday April 17th at a Theatre Near You.

;
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GU Baseball:A New Beginning?
.500 Record

Now a Reality for the Hoyas

by Tom Begley
HOYA

Sports Staff

In the days of Coach Nolan, the
Hoya baseball team was a nicely
budgeted
scholarship sport at the
University. Unfortunately, for all the
money being spent on it, the team had
a horrible morale and an even worse
record; they couldn’t even come to
playing respectable (.500) baseball.
After Nolan left, 3 years ago, Ken Kelly walked on the scene. He abandoned
all scholarship cases and started a
policy of working his team’s flaws into
the ground. He promised a tight ship
and a top caliber club. Although his
first few years were rough and filled
with
shabby
records,
the
Hoya

baseball squad under Coach Ken Kelly
is starting to earn and enjoy the sweet
smell of victory. With twenty-three

games remaining and a 12-13 record,
the Hoyas are playing at a clip unequaled since 1951.
The main reason for the turnabout
has been the team’s solid and consistant hitting. Four out of the top ten
area hitters are from Georgetown. Jim
Corcoran leads the way for the club
with a .429 average and the number 3

to a 7-6 win over Towson State in 10

pitcher with Sal Vitiello (4-1, 1.13
ERA), the pitching has been erratic for
the most part. Often has a fine outing
been followed by a pummeling a few
days later by the same arm. The
defense is also suspect and can best be
described as shaky. ‘Fantastic catches
or fielding plays have been mixed with
some atrocious errors on fundamental
grounders or fly balls. These have
counter-acted the offense at times, and
most recently, have led to losses of 7-6
to American on Tuesday and 6-5 to
Brandeis last weekend.
On the most part though, Coach
Kelly’s team has performed admirably

innings Monday,

along with victories

this season. After a very slow start in

over St. Mary’s by scores of 7-3 and
7-5 in a doubleheader last Thursday.

spring training, the squad has battled
to an almost even won-lost record. As
of Wednesday, the Hoyas were ranked
third in the area standings behind
Navy(11-1) and Maryland(11-6).

ranking.

Following

him

are

Joe

Niciforo(.425), Chris DeMarco(.423),
and
freshman
standout
Mike
Saguto(.406). Niciforo also leads the
area in runs batted in with 32. This
batting display helped lead the Hoyas

The
team
has
some
glaring
weakspots
though.
Although
the
ballclub claims the area’s top-ranked

Outdoor Track Begins At Colonials

Hoya baseball in action this week versus Towson State. GU won, 7-6.

seortolis John Duren:In The Big City
ma’am,’ or ‘No ma’am,’ to everything

by Richard Barnum-Reece

I’d say to him.
person.’

Mt. News Service

by Kathy McNamara
HOYA

Sports Staff

Latest Outdoor Track

News

The Track Team, as always did not
limit itself geographically. At the Colonial Relays in Williamsburg last Fri+ day and Saturday, the team of Phil
Reilly,
Brian
McNelbis,
John
Gregorek and Dick Caton pocketed second in the aforementioned 2-mile

relay with a time of 7:26.2, the sixth
‘ fastest
time
in
the
history
of
Georgetown for that event. The Sprint
Medley team of Dean Owlaski, Pat
McCabe, Brian McNellis and Dick

Caton ran a time of 3:26 flat, the
seventh fastest by a GU team. For
another Georgetown top-ten performance,
Jake
Gatewood,
Dean
Owlaski,
Pat
McCabe
and
Brian
McNellis competed well in the 880.
Representing the Women Tracksters
at the Colonial Relays, Fran McCabe
hurled the shot 33’ 6°’ while Carol
Willis and Mary. Taylor came back,
looking good after injuries.
Chris Mullen
snatched
the 800
meters at the Lady Bulldog Races the
week before last qualifying her for the
Nationals with a time of 209.48.
Coach Lang elaborated that the
team has not and will not run the ab-

solute best teams until the Penn Relays
which are the last week in April. Lang
went on to comment, ‘‘if I had to have
things my way this is where I would be.
All of the kids are working very hard,
their attitudes are good and,’ as is evi-

dent

in

their

recent

performances,

Lang added, ‘‘racing very well.”’
This Friday both the Men and
Women
are
looking
toward
the
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, Tennessee where the Men will defend last’
year’s victory in the 4X1500. The
Women will also attend the Delaware
Relays while the Roadracers will be
seeking
cooler
temperatures
in
Philadelphia.

Sneak Peek At Hoop Hopefuls
Highlights Of Martin,Ewing In Capital Classic
by Wade Malone
HOYA

Sports Staff

With the arrival of recruits Pat Ewing and William Martin, here’s a look
at their recent local performance: °

In front of an enthusiastic Capital
Centre crowd of 19,035, GU recruits
Pat Ewing and William Martin enjoyed fine performances in the eighth
annual McDonald’s Capital Classic.
Despite their superlative efforts, their
' team, the Metro All-Stars, fell to the
U.S. team, 91-85.
Ewing, who was chosen the Metro’s
MVP, had 18 points on an 8-13 field

Bill Ferraro’s

performance and 2-6 from the line.
Other
notable
statistics
for the
nation’s number
one high school
recruit include 12 rebounds, six blocked shots, one assist, and only one personal foul in 33 minutes of playing
time. He showed a very impressive
repertoire of dunks in the pre-game

warm-ups, but only connected twice in
the course of the game; one of his jams
was a one hander that began from the
foul line. Ewing showed a certain
court tenacity that included a willingness to use his size when the occa-

sion

called

for

it. The

7°0”’

Intramurals

In the Extramural Basketball Championships staged Saturday, April 4, at
the
University
of Maryland,
the
Georgetown
entries
had
opposite
degrees of fortune. The women of Sth
Darnall had a tough tournament,
dropping both of their games: 41-21 to
Maryland in the opening round, and

27-22 to George Mason in the consolation
contest.
However,
these
disheartening defeats should not dim
an otherwise extraordinary season.
The team (Katherine Reynolds—captain, Cynthia Wallin, Anne Chidlow,
Kathy Paprocki, Deborah Luikey, and
Carol Pederson) and their efforts
deserve
both
recognition and applause.
Run and Gun, the men’s representative, played extraordinarily well, and
were rewarded by reaching the Men’s
Championship Game. They destroyed
Catholic 90-65, behind Chuck Siemans
23 points and the rebounding tandem
of Mike Velk and Brad Reese. Run
and Gun’s semi-final win was more

Great Moments

In

senior

displayed an amazing ability to move
up and down the court in the context
of a fast break.

The 6°7°” Martin was more of'a fac-

achieve a 47-43 victory.
After
two
games
of applying
pressure defense and forcing baseline
to baseline action, the members of
Run and Gun were, quite understandably, tired. Their fatigue was evident
as Maryland jumped to a 13 point lead
early in the final game. Despite their
disadvanatge in numbers, scrappy play
by Mike Baker, Tommy Woodrow,
and frontline reserve Steve Weinager
kept Run and Gun within striking
distance.
Unfortunately,
the
big,
cohesive, and deep Maryland team
refused to break, and won by a final
margin of twelve, 67-55. Regardless of
the disappointment, Run and Gun’s
runner-up status does not overshadow
their first-rate season.
The Intramural Department
was

born

August.

27, 1909

in

Danvers,

Massachusetts.
He . entered
Georgetown in 1926, intending to use
his hulking 6’4’’, 215 Ib. frame to further Hoya football fortunes. However,
a chance incident occurred which
quickly altered Sexton’s plans, and in
the
end,
quite
happily
for
Georgetown.
Early in his freshman year, Sexton
was engaged in a rock-throwing contest
with
a
‘‘few
study-bored
students.”
These
students
were
primarily football players and fair

He is, Herlovich says, reminiscent of
a little boy away from home.

Today, Duren, who one day wants
to hop on a snowmobile and try Utah’s
champagne powder snow, is driving
back and forth to work in a Lincoln
Mark IV—something
he
newer
thought about back in the days of
Boys Club number’ two.
“I got a real deal on it,” he says,
“It’s used. They only charged me

$2,500 after I brought

Home is an important part of John
Duren’s scheme of ‘“The Good Life,”’
and he ‘admits to missing it at times.
He even catches himself thinking that
wouldn’t it have been nice if the
Bullets would have been able to pick
him, although ‘he likes his current
employers. The real puzzle for the moment, the challenge he currently faces,
Duren admits, is putting together a
‘career in the NBA.
“I
know
I can
play
NBA
basketball
Duren said as the Jazz
season moved toward its finale in late
February. “I’m just going to have to
work hard and concentrate. I just
know that I can play in this league.”’

back the car

they sold me at first. That first car was
terrible.’
“Now we were playing in L.A. the
other night and I look out there and
there’s Jack Nicholson on the fron t
row, just a regular guy, and all these
stars. I remember last summer and
you’d see all those people in the
restaurant—Kennedys and all those
famous people.”
So Bay-Bay, who picked up his
nickname because he was once the
baby in a family of nine children, is
still finding his way in the jungle that is

|

|

the NBA.
‘““He’s the most courteous young
player on the Jazz,”” says Laura
Herlovich, a Jazz publicist. ‘“When he
first arrived he would always say, ‘Yes

Richard Barnum-Reece is a former
editor of the Univ. of Utah Chronicle,
and a regular contributor to Ski Racing and Powder magazines.-Ed.)

dinaire, has successfully transferred
his athletic talents from the gridiron to
the baseball diamond. Through games
of this week, the two-time football AllAmerica was the number three hitter in
the area with a .429 average (36 for
84). The 185 pounder has played no
less than 7 positions for the Hoyas
thus far-in his career (catcher, third

base, shortstop, second base, and all
three outfield positions).
The Georgetown crew team scored
big in the annual Rowathon. Pledges
garnered
$5500,
over a thousand
dollars over the target figure of $4500.
The team extends thanks to all those
who pledged to GURA members and
making it such a success.

HOYA SportsBriefs
\ HOYA SportsBriefs

Extramurals, Swimming,

Rabbit Day

\ pleased with the turnout for the Spring
Swim Meet. The meet was composed
of ten events. Strong team showings
were turned in by 4th Darnall (Ed
Bradley—captain), 2nd Darnall (Steve
Gyde—captain), 6th Darnall (Jim Bennett—captain), and Sth Darnall (Kathy
Reynolds—captain).
Hydroseals,
a
Grad ? won the overall competition.
Winners and times were as follows:
200 meter relay, Hydroseals, 2:12; 50
meter
freestyle,
Griff Thompson,
24.9; 50 meter butterfly, Griff Thompson, 28.2; 50 meter backstroke, Tom
Troust, 33.5; 100 meter individual

medley, Phil Decosse, 1:08.7; 50 meter
backstroke, Phil Decosse, 35.4; 100
meter freestyle, Bill Buchanan, 1:00;
200 meter freestyle relay, Hydroseals,
2:03.3. The women dominated the diving competition, with Kathy Schroeder
and Nancy Greiner finishing first and
second respectively.
If your idea of a perfect spring day isis
playing
golf
on
a
beautifully
manicured course bathed in glorious

sunshine, the IM Department has
obliged you. Golf Day is scheduled for
Friday, April 24, at the Gaithersburg
Country
Club.
Buses
leave
McDonough Gym at 9:00 a.m., and
the tie-off time is 10:00 a.m. The National
Course,
site of ‘the
1974
Maryland Pro/Am Tournament, will

be played.

Greens

fees are $7.50,

a

small price for the opportunity to play
a course of this caliber.
:
Today is Rabbit Day! The 3000
meter run begins at 3:15 p.m. and is
followed at 3:30 by the Prediction Run
for joggers. The long-awaited Rabbit
Run gets under way at 4:00 from the
front of Lauinger Library. People
looking for laughs are encouraged to
spectate, as is anyone else who. is interested.

Yates Cup

action is soon to. con-

clude. Final results on the competition
will be announced sometime in early
May. Dorm teams are urged to perform well for Yates Cup points as the
IM season winds down.

On The Bench/John Reagan

Spring Sports At G’Town:
A Pleasant Surprise
As the school year at Georgetown winds down, there is something different happening. For the first time in quite a while, the spring sports
scene

is exciting.

Leading this turnaround is the baseball team. The Washington Star
labeled the ’81 Hoyas ‘‘amazing’’. For years, the scholarship Hoyas
were the doormats of local baseball, Granted, this year’s squad isn’t exactly tearing up the standings, but they’re winning, something a
Georgetown baseball team hasn’t done in many, many years. In fact, according to the Washington Star article, the 12 wins registered by the
Hoyas is the most by any Hilltop team since 1951. For a non-scholarship
team, the record is something to take pride in.
Check the numbers. GU hitters are among the top ten in the area, and
lefty Sal Vitiello currently leads the area with a 4-1 record and a 1.13
ERA. Even the fans in attendance and their enthusiasm reflects this turnaround. Without ‘‘luxuries’’ such as a scoreboard, concession stands,
or advance publicity for GU home games, th students of the Hilltop are
beginning to rediscover this team and their potential. Since Spring
Break, the team is holding a .630 winning mark. With the season
halfway over, the program appears to have turned the corner from the
questions and doubts that plagued the team earlier in the year.
The new found success has not been limited to just the diamond.
Ge
wn Lacrosse, fighting among the best lacrosse teams in the

Georgetown Sports/Bill Ferraro

Georgetown’s Track And Field Legend:
The period extending from the late
1920s to early 1930s was a particularly
bright era in the generally luminous
history of Georgetown Track and
Field. Many stars helped generate this
glory, but the biggest one, both in
physical size and athletic achievement,
was Leo Sexton.
Leo Sexton, who would go on to
win a gold medal in the shotput during
the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles, was

really a sincere

Last In A Series

tor int he first half than in the second.
His stats were fairly impressive: 13
points (4-11 from the field, 5-10 from
the line), 9 rebounds, two assists,two
steals, one dunk, and five turnovers in
GU recruit Pat Bing recently led his
33 minutes of playing time. Martin, . high school, Cambridge Rindge and
Latin,
to
their
third
straight
nicknamed ‘‘Doons’’ in high school
Massachusetts Division I state chamhere in Washington (McKinley Tech)
pionship. Rindge and Latin beat BC
exhibiterd the ability to really attack
High 87-58 in the finals. In the chamthe boards; he had the chance to show
pionship game Ewing scored a career
his talent in follow through plays that
spotighted his ball handling.
high 41 points, had 17 rebounds, and 7
Ewing and Martin had nothing to
blocks. For his 3 year career, Pat
prove in the all-star game, but both livtallied 1763 points in leading Camed up to the expectations of being mabridge Rindge and Latin to a 94-1
jor factors in the Hoyas’ plans fot
record...
1981-82.
Jim
Corcoran,
athlete’
extraor-

News:

strenuous. George Mason led by five
points with three minutes to go, but a
quick burst, triggered by the hustling
defensive work of John List, put Run
and Gun ahead at the one-minute
mark. The G.U. squad hung on to

He’s

athletes in their. own right. Track
coach, John D. O’Reilly, happened to
wander by, catching a glance of the
rock-heavers. He was amazed by the
prodigious tosses of one particularly
large fellow, who appeared as enthusiastic over the game as a drowsy
bear. Coach O’Reilly approached the
boy and persuaded him to forget football and join the track squad. Leo Sexton’s
track
career
started
on
a
rockpile, but it did not stay there very
long.
Sexton’s specialties were the weights
throwing events, but he was also a fine
decathlete. He could high jump 6°5”’,
twist the discus 150’, pole vault 11°5”’,
put a shot 50°, run 100 meters in 12
seconds, leave untouched high hurdles
behind in 16.3 seconds, fling a 35-1b.
weight 45° plus, and spear the javelin

170’.

Injuries

hampered

him

throughout his collegiate career, but
be still managed to win a variety of
events over his four years. The pin-

Leo Sexton

nacle of Georgetown’s years was probably his sensational showing in the
1929 Milrose Games where he won the
running high jump, discus, and shotput. He graduated from the College
with a B.A. in 1930.
After leaving the Hilltop, Sexton

somersaulted onto the national track
and field scene. Representing the New
York Athletic Club, Sexton captured
the National Weight-Throwing Title
each year from 1930 through 1933, and
won
the Amateur
Athletic Union
(AAU) National Shotput Champion-

ship in

1931,

1932,

and

1933.

His

greatest success came in 1932, in the
Games of the Tenth Olympiad. He
qualified for the team at the try-outs in
Harvard Stadium with a world record

heave of 52’ 8 5/8”. In Los Angeles,
his 52’ 6 3/16” toss was enough to
establish a new Olympic shot put standard and earn him a gold medal. Sexton actively competed for one more
successful season before retiring from
competition to devote more time to his

profession, selling insurance.
Sexton
never
looked
upon
his
athletic
achievements
as anything
special, and was so modest that he
never told his children the extent of his
track and field triumphs. His many
awards
and
medals,
including his
Olympic gold medal, were used by the
children as playthings and subsequently lost. After his death in 1968 at the
age of 59 (a heart attack suffered while
driving
his
car
through
Perry,
Oklahoma on a business trip) Sexton’s
children all expressed regret that their
father had let them squander these irreplaceable momentoes.
Placed against current track and
field records Leo Sexton’s marks look

somewhat anemic. However, this must
not
detract
from
a man
who
‘thoroughly, dominated
his contemporaries. As an athletic giant of his
day, Leo Sexton stands firmly in the
forefront of Georgetown’s sports annals.

Georgetown Lacrosse, a major factor in the spring sports scene.
country, has done reasonably well in their, first few games. Both the
Men’s and Women’s Tennis teams are gaining strength, experience, and
momentum for the upcoming matches ahead. Men’s and Women’s
Rugby begin their season with new optimism, and the Track Team islooking strong in early meets. You won’t be seeing any NCAA meets on
Kehoe Field this season, but the team is still out there practicing all during the spring.
Final congratulations are in order for the Georgetown Crew teams,
who are often overlooked as a major influence on the campus sports
scene. With victories by the heavyweight, lightweight, and freshman
teams over the Egyptian National team and Ithaca, the GURA looks
forward to a great home stretch. While their opponents field scholarship
teams of top quality, the non-scholarship, underfunded Hoyas continue
to be one of the finest rowing teams in the East.
Spring sports have indeed been a pleasant surprise and GU fans are
encouraged to support these and all the spring sports teams in action.
And don’t forget intramural games, which swarm all over Harbin Field
this time of year. It’s a pretty busy season of athletics here at
Georgetown. And basketball is still six months away.
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TALENT

is a new

monthly

A MONTHLY

FOR

/ ENTERTAINMENT

INDUSTRY

being sent (unsolicited) to over ten thousand

THE MODELING

trade magazine

REVIEW

J

) TALENT SCOUT |
EA

SCOUT

model | talent agencies throughout the U.S.A.
Now you may have your photo reach thousands of local and national motion picture studios,
photographers, producers, advertising agencies, Television-magazine-newspaper
commercial

KINKO’S

Bindings

no minimum

COPIES

82 X 5
Passport photo

965-1414

3409 M St., Key Bridge

Washington
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FORGET

Recruiters

DON’T

vote? College

RESUMES!!!

you

Academic Council Elections polls
Preat White-Gravenor during

philosophy as well as humor, scat-

tering lines of wisdom among the

of having

augments

long

cathartic

laughed

the

antics so that a feeling of having

learned

sensation

and hard. This combination alone
recommends the play more highly

than personal endorsement, but by

it’s worthwhile.

way of echo: | heartily guarantee

April

Come

one,

295.

sum-

apt. at

intern seeking

12 in Walsh

Kean is playing at Arena Stage
:
until April 26.
. meeting for all interested: Sun.,

student

come all!!

Law

mer sublet of one-bedroom

Henleville or Georgetown
area.
Call Rick Dunn 512-478-2035.

registration

today,

Monday

and

Did you vote? College Student
Academic Council Elections polls
during Preat White-Gravenor

Tuesday. All classes can vote.
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Preregistration today, Monday and
Tuesday. All classes can vote.

Term

fast

tions, etc. Excellent

Typing:

Registration today, Monday, and
Tuesday. All classes can vote.

.

spelling,
533-2150.

fos
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: Er
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y
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All classes can vote.

-

during Pre-registration

0

COLLEGE STUDENT

:

SFS Academic Council Elections.
Get into the action!! Class
Representative and Chairman
positions available! Mandatory

Did

YOUR

589-1810,

‘fo call

Silver Spr8777 Georgia Avenue,
ing, Maryland (near Silver Spring
Metro Train Station). For further in-

of: management,
areas
in the
proscience, data
engineering,
science,
cessing/computer
marketing/sales,
finance/economics, pharmacy, accounting, technical at Holiday Inn,

Major, Local and Nationai Com‘panies and Agencies will interview

auite so
is not treated
Prince
:
favorably:
The piece is a master work of

more

artlessness which Richard Bauer
instills in his portrayal that makes
the character so winning; in the:

that

laugh had the audienced seduced
into loving him, immoral character

with a penchant for lovely ladies,
gambling, and a rollicking good

salesman-

mini-computers

Clerk, sales of typewriters,

and

for aggressive

business
background.
Stanley. 628-4940.

ship, physical strength to move
typewriters and good math -and or

looking

calculators

Stock

Part-time Employment $100/week.

Did you vote? College Student
Academic Council Elections polls
at White-Gravenor: during PreRegistration today, Monday, and
Tuesday. All classes can vote.

and N St, NW. Mon and Wed.
6:15-7:15 pm and 7:45-8:45 pm. 16

Aerobic Dance Classes Begin April
20th at Holy Trinity school, 36th

in the

Georgetown Typing and Transcribing. Impeccable. Call 337-0575.

Located

classes $42. Call Aerobix, Inc. at
241-1430.
now.

Check out the Tutoring Service!
We’ll help make that tough course a
little easier. Reasonable rates. Call

625-3995

Counseling Center.

22

directory on how to purchase.

did

vote

JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS available
agencies,
government
through
many sell for under $200.00. Call
602-941-8014. Ext. 6825 for your

Why

Avenue,

For the answer,
LIBERTARIAN?
write: D.C. Libertarian Party, 2300
Wisconsin

call: 333-8209.

summer?

Part-time Sitter needed now. Free
for the
your

apartment

‘Faculty members: Need to sublet

to

information,

686-0333 (evening), 653-3487 (day).

$20/week.
plus
board
room,
Weekdays 3:30-7:00, some even‘ings. Upper Northwest. Ms Cooper

Call

convenient

August, or portion thereof. Prefer 2

Reliable government manager on:
to D.C.
assignment
temporary
would like apartment, May through
bedrooms,

transportation.
(205)536-6228.

university

Georgetown Hotline at 337-2646 has
medical and legal referrals, student
and”

rn

Earn Extra Money! Just 2 blocks
north of Dupont Circle. Law offices
in renovated
mansion
need
a
receptionist
and
switchboard
operator. Individual must be personable and well-groomed. Hours
are 4-8 pm Monday through Friday.

Mr. Fleck 462-1155 for interview.

Earn a free tour to the Soviet Union

Student

Elections polls

from

tour. 1 and 2 week tours ranging

as Tour Leader. Organize group of
16 students for Spring/Summer ’81
during
Monday,

Preand

College

meone to listen. All calls confidenvote?

tial.

Did

Council

you

Academic

at White-Gravenor:
Registration Today,

Tuesday. All classes can vote.
;

call educators
202/543-5404.

vote?

Academic Council Elections polls

you

energetic business student as an

Did

Sunday

FOR AN
BUSINESS ASSISTANT
Small
AGENCY:
ADVERTISING
downtown agency is getting bigger
an
needs
Mgr.
Bus.
the
and
11 pm
;

around

Captain's

Preduring
at White-Gravenor:
Registration today, Monday, and
Tuesday. All classes can vote.

work

reclining chair with ottoman. Good
condition. Great for student studying and relaxing. $45.00. Call Bob
at 965-6832.
/

vinyl

intern/part-timer. Responsibilities
will open with posting & filing;
financial reports later. Typing op-

can

from

SALE--Red
FOR
that

at 628-0900

schedule. $4/hr. to start. Please call

tion

tional (neat handwriting will get you

further). This is a permanent posi-

b

April 16

:

(Dave Mallet)

KOTTKE

8& 11pm

$6.00

NIGHTHAWKS

April 19

$7.00
LEO

(of the BEACH BOYS)

$6.00

April

April 10-14 Friday - Tuesday
ROCK'N'ROLL
with GANGSTER

Free

for

needing to earn $1200
month

per

:

industry and to those seeking some exposure in it.

:

agencies all in one TALENT SCOUT edition.
TALENT SCOUT IS NOT AN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, AND DOES NOT MAKE ANY SUCH
REPRESENTATIONS, NOR DOES TALENT SCOUT COLLECT FEES IN CONNECTION WITH ANY
CONTRACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT | MODELING INDUSTRY AGREEMENTS THAT MAY ARISE
AS A POSSIBLE RESULT OF ITS PUBLICATION.
The Entertainment/Modeling Industry expends untold sums each year in seeking and developing
new talent for advertising, T.V. commercials, magazines, newspapers, books, etc. Many part time
and full time work is presently located right in a city nearest to your home.
The type of earnings derived in this profession is astounding, and many have made it a life long
vocation. You may also be aware of those in the entertainment / modeling profession that were
discovered under more unusual circumstances than this which we offer as a service to the

WHERE

SATE
COLOR

PLEASE

WEIGHT

Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian

=

HEIGHT
TER

EYES

Wisc & K Sts.

)
‘Summer
Work’
>
527-6290.

ment with new talent.
~ - AGREEMENT

- PLEASE CLIP AND RETURN-THIS FORM WITH PHOTO AND PAYMENT -

BE VOID

HY
WEIGHT

EA

MINOR

:

NO.
AGE
oa

HAIR

(Other Peritnent Information On File)

333-2897

All inquires are directed to you. Though we cannot guarantee you successful inquires as a result
of your photograph being published in TALENT SCOUT, we do guarantee it reaching the
appropriate parties in the entertainment | modeling services that in fact make the decisive agree-

=

SHALL

HEIGHT

:

| the undersigned do hereby request that the enclosed photograph be published in 10,000 copies of TALENT SCOUT which
is to be sent to local and national agencies and related services in the entertainment/ modeling industry. | do hereby agree
to hold harmless, and indemnify TALENT SCOUT for any claims, actions, omissions’ commissions, by any and all
individuals, agencies, legal authorities, corporations, that may be occasioned as a direct or indirect result of the publishing
of the enclosed photograph. If a minor, the legal parent / guardian permits publication, and further attests that TALENT
FEE: $45.00-MONTHLY ISSUE
SCOUT shall be saved harmless for publication.
THIS AGREEMENT

FEE FOR

(ABOUT YOURSELF)

SEX:

NAME OF PERSON IN PHOTO (Please Print)’
ADDRESS
AGE
REMARKS:

ENTIRE

In Photo

2
:
11357

;

PUBLICATION IN 10,000 COPIES OF TALENT SCOUT 1S $45.00 PER MONTH.
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY PAYABLE TO: TALENT SCOUT

NEW

YORK

Signature of Person

SCOUT
To

>

—

PLEASE SUBMIT BLACK & WHITE PHOTO (If Possible]

;

154-64 12TH AVENUE

TALENT

THE

\

7
— ALL AGES NEEDED

+

GENERAL LOCATION:
SEX

Tickets at Ticketron
and the Bayou

Strohman

11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Kyle

April 10, 1981
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by Greg Kitsock
is not

about

Dave

Winfield

No, United Artists’ new release |
Thief

are typically

multi-

getting paid $2 million to hit .168
on the Grapefruit Circuit.
The thief of the title is James
Caan as Frank, a master burglar
whose victims

to

recommend

it, but

also

million dollar corporations with
booty of non-traceable diamonds
and cash. Thief is a movie with
much

character

of

the

is in many

common

respects the

some serious flaws.
In a role reminiscent of Sonny
Corleone in The Godfather, Caan
gives one of his better performances in recent memory. His

antithesis

Caan

he can

Willie Nelson costars with James

dissolve

a

features for

author

moderated
a film

be

who

by

Disney in the last 20 years and won
an Academy Award in 1967 for his
work on Winnie-the-Pooh and the
Blustery Day. He is one of the most
knowledgeable and experienced
filmmakers in his field and is approaching
retirement.
The

will
Culhane,

panelists
John

has written two books on animation and special effects.
Also shown during the program
will be previews for Disney’s next
two animated features, as well as
clips from other upcoming live ac-

tion films.
The forum will be held at George
Washington University at 8:00 p.m.
in the building C-108. All are in
vited, admission is free.
:

Em
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slow
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more

well-done,

Johnson

divisions,

ie Al
BT
ii,Be ame
| Sa

the

MO lie
adgceiL

his

he tries

partnership,

Sng

i pa a

Sarire’s Kean
“Sometimes

that rather caustic observation

a

tt NE

the famous Edmund

RIES

a

v

actor

ONG
AS

Kean,

| wonder if true feelings aren’t simply bad acting.”

by Susan Waterman
~ With

by profession and misfit among society, chides his fickle audience for
their hypocrisy. Dedicated to entertaining the masses, Kean is idolized

dissolve

while onstage, but once off he is shunned by those who would be his
disciples. His criticism of their inconstancy grows more acerbic as more
of his character is revealed, and his larger audience learns how truly bitter

ing the profits, and when
to

he is at the part society has callously created for him. His actor’s sensitivity rails at the injustice of being denied an identity, respect, real love.

It is

have

farthest

in prison.

goes
;
critics

cinematography

by

Open

Sever Days

’

~~

a Week

A

RS

plebians who earlier had caused him pain.

partner is executed and his family
threatened. Caan steels himself
for the climactic showdown with
Prosky by readapting the stoic
‘‘don’t-give-a-damn-about11 years

fine

script, that it

Editor is no guarantee of
learning
by osmosis,
the three
lowest scores in the contest were

Well,

collected by present and former
Hoya staffers Paul Sutphin, Chris
Simms, and Lydia McShane.
at least they can type.
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REAM FACTO RY

anything” attitude that sustained
him during

the
:
national

film

here that
awry.
Various

praised Thief for being stylishlyfilmed and “richly textured,” and
toa large extent these complaints
are justified. However, there is

nothing particularly stylish about
of bodies being blown away by

featuring

bed. This is a fault of Mann’s

is not
correctly

who

Robinson.

important

Here’s Johnny with little Oscar as

- Carson hosted his third Oscars.

(Beorgetofun -

As in the resolutions of all comedies worth their salt, however, Kean not
only finds what is his due, but nobly and hilariously transcends the petty

is short-lived.
Caan’s triumph
The mob welches on him in shar-

ly Flawed Thief
-

after another

Thief.

shot

a

Mann’s

motion

shotgun blasts at point blank range. On the contrary, such unimaginative

one

violence is a staple of every cut-rate gangster film that Hollywood has
turned out since censorship standards were relaxed in the mid-60’s.

is

:

wrote the high-acclaimed TV film The

It’s a pity that Thief has to bow out in this fashion, because director and

screenwriter Michael Mann—who
Technically, Thief

Jericho Mile—otherwise turns in very competent work.

Donald Thorin and a pulsating, electronic score by Tangerine Dream (who
also did the music for the William Friedkin.film Sorceror).
A good supporting cast includes, in addition to the aforementioned ac-

in a hospital

tors, country-western singer Willie Nelson as Okla, Caan’s pal in the
federal penitentiary,
who is seeking a parole before heart disease does
him in. Nelson is given a few good lines. In one scene, he complains
about the quality of the yard deteriorating as a result of the admission of
rapists, child molesters, and other prison undesirables. Unfortunately,
Nelson appears in only two scenes and in the second of these he is lying
semi-comatose

roles except Prosky’s almost to the level of
;
:

Judging by the ads in the Post’s style section, these seem to be a great

reduces all the supporting
props.

deal of critics who like Thief a lot better than this reviewer. Nevertheless,
it is one . of the more impressive offerings of a so far lackluster year, and
worth chancing a few dollars on.
:
:

Neil Robinson Wins HOYA's First

the

A final note: Proving that hangaround the HOYA’s Cinema

Section

Annual Oscar Contest
predictable. But this did not stop

One! thing the Oscars were this
year (besides 24 hours late) was

Arlington,

Neil

in twelve of

Editors.

the winners

importantly

in

the entrants in the HOYA’s First
Annual Oscar Pix Contest (or the
editor of this section) from getting
a couple wrong. The winner was
Neil Robinson, a grad student now
residing

of

related to anyone on the HOYA’s
Board

guessed

more

the sixteen, but

behind

swept the Picture, Acting, and
Screenwriting categories, rolling
up 20 points here alone.
In second place, Brian Colligan
and Al Johnson both placed one

in

ing

finished just behind Robinson.

actually had more correct predictions, but because of the added
points given for correct guessing

“point

Caan

Leo (ably porfeelings

him that if he
no hard

boss

it with

Robert Prosky) assures

gives in after syndicate

prefers to operate as an independent and initially rejects mob

stereotype of the suave, continental master thief who hobnobs with the
social elite by day and burgles their suites by night.
Caan is an ex-con who operates a Chicago auto dealership as a front
for his real profession. He is brash, arrogant, and ready-for-violence, with
such a knack for making enemies that you wonder how he survived long enough to master his craft to the nth degree. His idea of romance is to arrive several hours late for a date, bodily drag his waitress girlfriend
(played by Tuesday Weld) to a waiting auto, and then over coffee at some
~ greasy spoon diner, ask her, in essence, whether she wants to shack up
:
with an outlaw.

~
overtures to recruit him. He
like the arrangement,

trayed by Arena Stage veteran
after his initial project—a very lucrative diamond theft.

doesn’t
With the help of his partner (played by Jim Belushi, brother of John),
Caan pulls off the heist with almost anti-climactic ease, circumventing

present

fantasy

important

duced

best way to hold the viewer's interest.

.

will

and

several

Lasseter, a

Fanpro-

others.
and

Pinocchio,

many
directed

and

many animated

five alarm systems and sending a pair of crooked cops on a wild goose
chase by planting their homing device on a bus to Des Moines.
The excitement is marred somewhat by too many drawn-out, tedious
shots of blow torches and cutting tools making mincemeat out of steel
alloy. The profession of master thief is a fascinating one, but this isn’t the

Studios

on animation

with

-consist of a 50 minute film on
Disney’s modern work, and a panel

is entitled Disney on Film, and will

film-making in the 80’s. The forum

forum

Disney

save your next Friday night when

If you're interested in animation,
fantasy, or film in general, then

~ By Tom Ehrenfeld

Tonight at GW

Cartoon Talk

Disney Gives

~
discussion

are John

people from the Disney studios.
Among those who will chat with
the audience

recent Academy Award winner in
Reitherman, one of Disney’s “Nine

the field of animation, and Woolie
Old Men.” Reiterman has been
with Disney studios since 1933 and
has made major contributions to
Dwarfs,

such films as Snow White and the

Seven
has

Dumbo,

Reitherman

tasia,

April 10, 1981

Ran

a

Ar

Sha

Sed

a

AA

wk

RANE

round,

Ad

Ra

ry)

is current-

concerns

a

at the Arena Stage, a

The play Kean, which

ly showing

theatre .in the

supposedly

basks

in such

adula-

‘number of agonizing themes, from
the familiar quests for love and
self-hood, to the painful task of
coping with discrimination and
disdain. Nevertheless, Kean is indisputably a comedy, as evidenced
inludicrous
by the playfully
stances of unrequited love, the
satirical pokes at smugness and
superficiality, gossip and gameplaying, and the frank funniness of
an ingenuous display of “bad acting.”
The story revolves around Kean;
a.renowned and adored actor who

impetuous poppet named

Miss An-

tion. Despite this impression, he
is, in fact, miserable. Like a man
without a country, he has no place
in society, no identity as a man—is
not even treated as a human being.
Rather, he is a Shakespearean
gallery of fantasies,
rogue’s
wherein is also hidden a sensitive
if frustrated soul.
At the start of the play both the
Danish ambassador's wife Elena,
the Countess de Koefeld, and an

na Danby pledge undying devotion
to Kean the man. As it turns out

however, the refined Elena, whom
Kean had fancied he was in love

not only acted, but acted as an ac-

with, seems to prefer the fantasy;
Anna, a pragmatic if naive aspiring
actress (who is also devoid of
natural talent) stands steadfastly
by her commitment. All this is arrived at in a series of hysterically
inadvertant revelations in the final
scene.
It’s almost superfluous to say
that the man who played Kean is a
superb actor. Stanley Anderson

tor acting, as an actor not acting,

as an actor pretending to act, as an
actor pretending to be real, and as

an actor trying desperately to be
believed as real. And it all worked.
The audience applauded both the
skill of the man and the character
of the actor he portrayed. If you
find this confusing you're getting
an idea of the conflict in Kean.
Continued on page 15.
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vs. Maniac

drawbacks

of being

a film

critic for even

as

Dixie Liquor

Mr. Avdette
Moss Brown

Eskil’s

Chadwicks

Scandal’s

Nike

Jewel Boutique

Design Store

University Rowing Association.

old director of Maniac.

-

ies

-

|

by the HOYA

short-

we

Spinell who is a rather
well-known character actor

not only

stars

| started out

the screenplay.

“When

in

joyable. As for the glut, so
far, the only films of this

new

__art briefs

10.

Kean by Jean-Paul Sarte.
{
Kennedy Center
The Little Foxes at the Eisenhower. See review.
Dragon Theatre
Brecht on Brecht, April 1-4 & 8-11; for more info call 464-2398.
Ford’s Theatre
I’m Getting My Act Together and Taking It On the Road. This music and
dance combo deals with a 39-year-old female entertainer “Coming into
her own.” Call 347-6261.
National Theatre
Children of a Lesser God a multi-award winning * play coming Mar.
31-May
Butley

Source

Sa

7

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
Scott and Zelda Three shows in repertory, April 9—May 10. Call
462-1073
Warner
The King and |. S\aHing of course, Yul ‘Brynner. Opens Feb. 18. Call

842-8050 for more info.

Ml
‘Rock/Pop

group

might

be

is more

Wisniewski,

up your alley,

the show

at

con-

a poet

at California

as well as a

Stanford,

Yorker, The Atlantic Monthly, and
the poetry
usual,
As
others.
readings will be presented in 103
Healy at 3:30.

State University. Her poems, which
have been awarded many prizes,
have appeared in anthologies and
in magazines such as The New

professor of English

Ann

sists of the rather bizzare ancient
art of shadow plays, an entertainment first developed in India with
the shadows of puppets acting out
stories. Having appeared in such
places as Source and the National
inprove
it should
Theatre,
teresting.
Also, the Poetry Reading series
will be presenting the acclaimed

Donna

8 pm and 9:30 pm today, April 10, in
the Program room. Presented by
‘ the Clarion Puppet Theatre, a husband and wife team of David and

There will be two performances

the Fine Arts Department
is
presenting a puppet show for
adults entitled Graven Images.

If Theatre

Jazz

Cellar Door
Heath Brothers, April 17,
Larry Coryell, April 23, 24
DAR Constitution Hall

Santana; April 21

On Campus
Gaston Hall

Federal

Commission.

Tonight at 8:00 pm. Free admission.

The

McDonough
Pat Travers and Rainbow. May 1

Classical

BE

New

|

Orleans

5

Jazz.

National Symphony
Fruhbeck de Burgos conducts Brahms. April 9 and 10. 857-0900
The Kennedy Center Opera House
The Metropolitan Opera. 254-3770 for information.

EXHH |

Landscapes

Gallery

en

Plein

Hall Friday, Saturday, and

favorite

targets

were

doctors’

and

N.W.

whose

P Street,

Caribbean

and

mistaken

Festival.

festivities!

preten-

Mar.

The

identity,

festival,

hopes to have a day full of flavorful

will be held on the 25th of April and
will include music, performance
groups, and many other cultural
events.
The
GU
Caribbean
Students Association is the principal sponsor of the event, and

Community

Back again this year for part of
Blowout Weekend’s host of events
will be the 2nd annual Caribbean

Caramba!

Salut...

comedy of love put to the test.
Stick around afterwards to sip
some bubbly and meet the cast.

L’Epreuve, an 18th century one act

Check it out along with Marivaux’s

with a healthy dose of slapstick.

imposture

play. Realizing what these women
are really after, they send their
gallant
as
up
dressed
valets,
noblemen to seduce the wenches.
What ensues is a classic case of

the most famous of Moliere’s one
act comedies. Two lovers decide
to get ‘even with the women who
have just rudely rejected them, by
playing a dirty trick, a play within a

present Les Precieuses Ridicules,

This weekend Les Bataleurs will

parison.

tiousness and hypocrisy would
have made GU’s most ostentatious
in -compreppies look mellow

women,

Air, 2611

DC Space
Zalominations: Three of Paul Zalowpffft’s one-man, found-object
:
shows. April 23, 24 at 9:00. Truly outrageous.
oaihetonn University, Stage lll
U Slavic Dancers. Slavic Festival, 3:00 pm, April 12.

Morrell,

Es

31-Apr. 25.

John

His

Sunday night at 8 p.m. If you've
never heard of him, forget it, read
the sports page. You're really tres
nul and probably took Spanish in
high school anyway. Otherwise
tickets are available at the SEC
box office or at the door.
Shakespeare,
had
England
France had Moliere. He was a keen
and
mores
observer of social
customs and his best works are his
comedies satirizing the incipient
bourgeois class under Louis XIV
from which he had sprung himself.

Poulton

by Tom Martin
Moliere comes to Georgetown
this weekend. He'll be on Stage 3,

Happenings. Happenings. Happenings.

Lo
9:30 Club
Mighty Invaders & Premiere International (Raggae), April 11
The Dead Kennedys; April 15°

by Courtney Walsh

Jazz lovers take note: today at 8
o’clock, The Federal Jazz Commission,
a jazz
ensemble
which

describes its music as “uncompromisingly
traditional
New
Orleans Jazz,” will perform a free
concert in Gaston. The program
will consist of a two-hour narrated

concert of authentic New Orleans

Ebert have been very

Jazz,

the

in-

various

the

victims

with

funerals,

the
“Ebert is

viewer

dances,

this

‘one worth checking out.

occasions,”

stallations, impeachments, Lodge
meetings and other such convivial

“parties,

illustrating

condemning

flicks.
horror

in

breed of

vocal

usually becoming

the

and The Fog) will get an automatic
good review.”
I'm doing a film on
“Next

received from the Oscars. But even
“fanfiction
horror/science
the
zines” are not immune from this
snobbery. But in those cases the
snobbism is directed towards certain directors. For instance, John
Carpenter (director of Halloween

that

“There is a snob attitude against
science fiction; these films get the
shaft by the critical world. How
else do you explain the snubbing
The Empire - Strikes Back

murderer—that’s just silly.

allies

conscious, As for his contention
that the camera tracking the victim

to be .a
or murders appearing
penalty for having sex) exist, but if
it is subin Maniac,
they do

woman

stated,
Lustig
specific,”
never
“Perhaps the things he speaks of
independent
as bright,
(such

musical ingredients incorporated
in the development of this form of
music. The group’s spokesman,
Alan Weber, emphasizes that the
music they play is not Dixieland,
which he calls a “feeble commercial echo”
of traditional
New
Orleans Jazz. They specialize in
the music of such classic jazz
greats as Louis Armstrong, Jelly
Roll Marton, King Oliver, Bunk
Johnston and others. Describing
themselves as having played at

critic Roger

In the film world now, many
critics, led by Chicago Tribune

type to make a lot of money so far this year are Scanners and Maniac.”
When asked about specific instances of gore in Maniac, Lustig replied,
“We added stuff specifically for Tom Savini (the film’s makeup man who
also worked on Dawn of the Dead and Friday the 13th), when he joined the
film because he’s the top man. Audiences have seen heads severed or
chopped off, but in Maniac, you will see a head pulled off.”

2

A publicity shot of William Costly, the 25 yearit; it's not great, but en-

ror films that would hit the
market...But something
like Scanners isn’t really a
gore film. It’s more of a fun
science fiction film. | liked

this project, no one knew
the scope of the glut of hor-

on

Maniac, but also served as
| producer as well as wrote

Driver,

who has appeared in such
films as Rocky, Rocky Il (as
boss),
gangster
{Rocky’s
The Godfather, and Taxi

i

(Lustig and producer Joe
{Spinell) first started workng on the film (in the fall of
11979) | was 24. | had known
for quite
Spinell
Joe
tawhile.” .

opening of Maniac.
when
| “Actually,

ily prior to the Washington

viewed

because its director, Bill Lustig, is only 25 years old. Mr. Lustig was inter-

as “messypieces” is the film, Maniac. Maniac is unique due not only to
the fact that it goes just a little further graphically speaking, but also

Portrait of the Director as a Young Man
of the greatest

by Bill Henry
One
modest a publication as the HOYA (and we’re not ail that modest), is the
~ vast percentage of recent cinema releases which fall into the category of

University Rowing Association

b

horror/shocker flicks. Gary Arnold of the Washington Post has called
them,- “a fact of (the contemporary reviewer's) life.” For the most part
this new genre is devoid of both creativity and originality. Many young
filmmakers are getting their first chance to direct, but rather than take a
chance on doing something a little different, they stick lo the same plot
twists and stomach upsetting special effects.
One of the most recent examples of what has been referred to by some

The Georgetown

Martin’s Tavern

The G.U. Pub

The Three Penny Bit
Lui et Lei
‘Great Impressions
Key Bridge Marriott
Jansam Management Company
Lawford House Antiques, Inc.
Students of Georgetown, Inc.
Seventeen Eighty Nine, Inc.
United Trans Pacific, Inc.
The S.I. Heritage Agency, Inc.
The Georgetown HOYA

The Georgetown

The Crew Team would also like to thank
their friends for their very generous support.

Western Development Corp.

Pizzeria Uno

30 mile rowathon:

. would like to thank the sponsors of our recent

~

|

1981 Edward Weintal Prize for
Diplomatic Reporting
Institute for the Study of Diplomacy

School of Foreign Service
5:30 p.m.

Tuesday, April 14th
Gaston Hall

Recipients include:
- Geoffrey Godsell, Christian Science Monitor
- Thomas Gibson and John Carson-Parker, Business Week
- David K. Willis, Christian Science Monitor

A special Award citation will be presented to the
The Story of SALT I.

Honorable Gerald C. Smith,
author of DOUBLETALK:

Students wishing to attend the ceremony should sign up in the School of Foreign Service Dean’s Office.

‘vigilante groups. I’ve done all | can
do with horror films.
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by Geoff Di Rito
The stage -is Spartan,

Theatre.

bare.

Within

of a Lesser
God

The

few

curtain

short

is electrified,
scenery.
or

spills off of the

a

rises
on
four
lonely
benches
and
a
blackboard. The plain scene
looks even
smailer in the large expanse of Washington's

National
Children

moments, however, the space
props
not through
though
stage exuding enough pure energy to plug in-

to Con-Ed.
Mark Medoff’s Children of a Lesser God,
winner of three Tony Awards including best
play for 1980, which opened April 1 and
that

lies

somewhere

in

should run through May, is a story about deaf
people and hearing people and the chasm of

misunderstanding

respect,

and

even

their jobs.

hearing counterparts

between. In the play, the deaf, more than just
a handicapped minority, attempt to compete
for attention,

with their advantaged
For Medoff’s deaf, it is a struggle marked by

her teacher, James Leeds.
Sarah’s background more than adequately
accounts for her refusal to interact with the
hearing world, even so far as to learn to read

lips. Sarah will speak only through:
the :sign
language of the deaf to those who care to
learn it. Leeds, as her teacher, tries to break

of

a

Lesser

God

moves

at

down the wall she has. placed before the
hearing world’s ministrations and win her
love.

Children
breackneck speed, scenes changing without
curtain or pause. None of these changes (an
Italian restaurant scene, a bridge game,

Sarah’s home, etc:) involve a shift of scenery.

furnishings.
Lighting drops
and

As a constant reminder of James Leeds’ mission, to help deaf people live and communicate effectively in a world of speech,
the blackboard and benches remain as the

only stage
music comes up for the Italian restaurant,
while crickets chirp for an evening by the

More than half the play is communicated
‘“‘signed”) in deaf sign language and

benches.

duckpond with James and Sarah tossing bits
of stale bread into the “water” from the
(or

wooden

of

the hearing world’s condescension, limited
expectations and’ egocentric attempts to

Perspective

resistance to the love, help, and concern

“help.” Apart from the general social issue,
it is also the angry drama of a deaf girl's

Deaf

part

shifting

of

his

| didn’t

moods
and

character,

find

ryeolt

amusing
highlights of the proat an
can

Sarah

dines
shake..you

refuses to let

and
milk

Italian restuarant (James

a

sign

effectively expresses

expression

the

for

kind of physical

communication

A new

slower

and

demonstrative.

The

signs

combine

the speech

therapist

Leeds,

(Linda Bove)

resistance to the

of a
and

portrays a role that is awesomely

The bulk of this heavy show, however, is carried by an actor
who possesses both hearing and speech. Peter Evans, who plays

energy.

tion and tone for people who have never heard the sound
human voice. Their lines do, in fact, ring with emotion

“Apart from the general social issue of deafness, Children of a Lesser God is about Sarah Norman's
love, help and concern of her teacher, James Leeds (Peter Evans).

the

simulataneously.

stage,

speech

the

become

varying tones of the deaf conversation, to become literally body
language in its strictest sense. The hand gesticulations are alternately fast and emphatic for anger, while for intimate language,

they

effects for a stereo, a TV set, and various household appliances
enrich the sensory aspect of the play, normally communicated

glasses

and

Indian

bead

headbands

for a tweed

quiet storm,

Children of a Lesser

in sequences that more than make up in
rhythm for whatever loss is incurred visually
in the choice of a simple set. Wilson proves
himself to be a student of the new school of
to
theatre in his fairly casual approach

Medoff’s

God. Rather than allow many portions of the
play to “turn up the volume” on heavy, emotional confrontations, he restrains himself

terminal

illness

is a complex

handicapped

person

feel

what

another

truth is they are outside of the average person’s realm of experience. To help an un-

disadvantaged one does, such a balance
must be maintained. To allow the ignorant to
topple one way or another is to avoid the experience altogether.
While the criticism exists that Children of

can

only

say

that

such

a

is inevitable. All plays are directed

one

a Lesser God is a “‘play for the hearing about

course

deafness,”

more or less to a mainstream audience. They
must be. But in this play, the generalized

and his cast from what might otherwise be a
‘maudlin path leading nowhere.
Dealing with deafness onstage, indeed

or

handicap,

deafness,

physical

course is the better. The director and cast of

any

with

is

undertaking. To address blindness, physical

deformity,

Perspective

experience results.

deaf people or misunderstand them entirely.
The balance has been maintained; a unique

extraordinary (rather than limited) deaf world
feels without making him “feel sorry” for

Children of a Lesser God have labored to produce in the ordinary, hearing spectator some
of the anger, distrust, and consternation the

Miracle Worker,
Box, or any of a

like inviting a daffy uncle to a formal dinner

party. With plays like The
The Elephant Man, Shadow

Deaf

number in this peculiar genre, the audience’s
interest is balanced precariously between
sympathy and antipathy. Though most have
had some brush with these life tragedies, the

Another

gap”

never

where

between

acquired

the

happening

the

the

therapist

on

hearing

therapist

ability

to

teaches.

engaged

that

surprised

using

stage

in

deaf

that

sign

when

he is trying to say.

more

aware of these

the

actors

stage

are

and

out

occasionally

God

affect

as a deaf

fourth

;

produc-

other

indicates

but

will

of the

might; they

understanding

person

show.

Rick Peete,

of the

disap-

at least

a hearing-

| was

seat, you will miss

Note:

Georgetown student.

impaired theatre enthusiast, is a former

Editor’s

pointed.

one

a front-row

it and really enjoy yourself. And that’s
good. | hope you do see the play
because it addresses very important
points. But if you are deaf, and you are
planning to see Children of a Lesser
God, bring your interpreter because
unless you are an excellent lipreader in

play. You will probably be excited about

your

not

and you are hearing, you will probably
not find fault with Children of a Lesser

If you are planning to go see the play,

than this, it is rather ineffective.

of doors,

the

for the play are Very weak. It illuminates

tion elements than the hearing, so important is vision in our everyday living
experience. The lighting design choices

are much

Since the main medium
of
munication for the deaf is visual,
that there might be much more
with the set and the lighting. The

com| feel
done
deaf

while trying to read his parts of the
dialogue. He signs very poorly which
making it difficult to figure out just what

skilled signer. There were many parts of
the show where | was totaily confused

language. This is a large stumbling
block in the first act, where there is a lot
of dialogue and little or no interpretation provided for the deaf members of
the audience.
Another problem with the show concerns the therapist, who is not a very

Inadaquate For Deaf

by Rick Peete

about
play
hearing
a
was
“It
deafness, not a play for the deaf.” This

was the general complaint from the
deaf community who went to see the
play Children of a Lesser God opening
night at the National Theatre. | am a
hearing-impaired theatre-goer who
shares that opinion.
The play itself is very good and | think

that for a hearing audience, the play did

the

a lot to explain about deafness and to
try. to bring out into the open some of
the feelings that the deaf have towards
help
It tries to
people.”
“hearing

“bridge

play is about a speech

world and the world of the deaf. But
what | feel it fails to do is communicate
to both these worlds effectively.

The

has

and his relationship with a deaf woman

who

deaf

speak. The setting is an institution for

the

The play starts with their first meeting
and progresses through their marriage
and painful separation.

| expected a play about the deaf, with
deaf actors and actresses, would have

been completely interpreted in sign
language so that the deaf would be able

to understand the action of the plot. Un-

are

fortunately this is not the case. Many
times throughout the show hearing

was

neither of the actors were

what

translate the un-signed dialogue.
This was the biggest problem for me,
as a deaf person: trying to understand

interpreters at the sides of the stage to

| was

dialogue

worthwhile

stage

some

will

on

people

characters

there was no thought given to providing

:

miss.

has been given up by Leeds to gain admittance as a therapist to a
school for the deaf and hard of hearing. The play sees Leeds giving up more than a costume to reach the world of the deaf. Evans

Christopher’s

- Shadow Box. Artistic Director of the prestigious Mark Taper
Forum, a resident theatre of the Los Angeles Music Center,
Wilson makes simple, direct choices to produce a resounding

April 10,1981

clash of wills in Children of a Lesser God. Wilson's influence

runs through the show like a silver thread linking scene to scene

winner of a 1977 Tony for his direction of Michael

perfect choice for the articulate personality Medoff has created.
The play runs smoothly under the guidance of Gordon Wilson,

is persuasive as Leeds, and acts with strength and confidence, a

sportcoat and a locker in the faculty lounge. All former idealism

wire-rimmed

tient, optimistic and often self-righteous, Evans actualizes the
multi-colored Leeds, a former ’60s radical who has turned in his

favorably with the device of mime used often in this free-form . demanding. Dominating on stage, Evans, signs more than half
his lines as he delivers them orally. That he could physically endrama.
dure the rigorous exhibition is amazing in itself. Stubborn, paFor the majority of the audience (those who are not deaf),

shocked by this seemingly innocent request.

Children of a Lesser God is a colorful sound experience. Audio

Children of a Lesser God is not a play

granted. The knowledge of the hearing gdvaniage weighs heavier
than ever after seeing the play.

Lehfeldt,

to

for the deaf, it is. intended as a play
about deafness: As such, deafness is a
factor in this love story. But, no matter, |
able

All of the actors and actresses playing deaf roles are deaf. Lin| was

Chris

the

con-

am delighted that this is the first time
that

Note:

is a sophomore

in

da Bove, who plays Sarah Norman, like Sarah, does not speak or
read lips. A member of the National Theatre of the Deaf, Bove’s

ever

Editor's

deaf,

almost all of a play.
genitally

College of Arts & Sciences.

for the disadvantage, making much of the veherebellious Sarah in a performance marked as
as it is with sensitivity. Richard Kendall and his
and Lydia) who play deaf roles, but do speak, do

IMAGE

so very clearly and dramatically
with startling attention to
,
. inflec-

acting is greater
ment role of the
much by impact
wife Nanci (Orin

understand

visually. The shift reinforces in the spectator who is not deaf, an
awareness of the dear gift of sound sensation generally taken for

deaf people, “deaf children”. Naturally
James (and .the hearing audience) is

equal the signed description of this),
and, understandably for me and other

- mistakes James’ desire for her as a sign
of interest in her future, she signs back:
“l want a house, a car, a microwave
oven” (no spoken
English can ever

When Sarah is asked by James in
sign: “What do you want to do,” she

romantic turn.

prets
‘veal picatta’
as ‘cow-baby
sauteed in lemon and butter.’ It is at this
point that the relationship takesa

guess the sign for this!) Here he inter

Sarah - have

James

wines

duction include a scene where "after
some
unsuccessful
speech
classes,

Some

sign faster than he can talk.

tably. As it turns out, Sarah can actually

(signing: “bullshit” much to the merriment of the whole audience). She goes
on to add that his signing is “boring”
because he signs so slowly and predic-

‘Children’ Unique

by Christopher Lehfeldt
a

in the hearing-dominated-

being

Although | enjoyed the play Children
person

of a Lesser God tremendously,

deaf

the

audience, | must ‘speak’ up, both on my
part and the deaf community.
The lighting is excellent, in accor-

with
or

at the

signs

members

to distinguish

by the deaf

enough

scenes of the play, but at times it is not

dance
bright
lipreading

back of the theatre.
Interpreters could be employed to ex-

plain the unsigned, spoken portions
wich accounted for 15 percent of the

as

times,

play, for myself and the deaf

watchers, a significant bit of comic
relief included a scene where James
prattles on about his Peace Corps days,
telling Sarah jokes about being the man
who “saved Ecuador” with brussel
sprouts. Sarah bluntly tells him that his
signs are not funny in sign language

absorbing

reacting in the same way as the majority of the audience, and they, in turn, did
not join my laughter or weeping. In this

language.
At many

because he was a hearing person, and
not deaf, he need not be fluent in sign

tegrated

awkward in his demanding role. | think
that this disadvantage was being in-

play. It seems a pity that the deaf actors
could not have foreseen this problem,
but | will not quibble at this point.
Furthermore, there were some who
complained that James, Sarah’s husband, was not proficient enough in sign
very
language; at times he seemed

8

